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PREFACE

This Survey of Nicaragua's Fisheries is meant to be a
draft data base. Life in Central America is subject
to rapid change, especially in Nicaragua, Reports
and sources are often conflicting or inadequate. So,
data in this survey may differ from as it might occur
today. This is especially true of economics. Inflation and exchange rates have gone haywire since this
survey was compiled, Also, the structure of INPESCA
has changed from the diagram in Appendix B--considerably. Nonetheless, we include such modified material
in order to reflect the circumstances at the time of
our survey or its data. We use the word 11 fisherman 11
advisedly, since it is a fact that those who fish in
Nicaragua are men (exceptions noted in the text).
'J:his is not to slight a. sex, especially in Alaska,
where so many of the top commercial fishing people
are women. Please feel free to contact us and use
this survey however you might.(note the address quandry on the copyright page).

-Barry H. Roderick
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INTRODUCTION
In 1985, a group of Al11skans organized the Nicenigue Fisheries Project.
Their purpose was to send mete.rial eid to fishing people. in Nicaragua.
They surveyed resources in Alaska end needs in Nicaragua, from which they
assembled this report of Nicaragua's fist1erie.s. The. project soon grew into
an international network.

Briefly, Nicenigua trns two major fishing ileets--small see le and
industrial. They work on the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, in rivers, and in
lakes. The Nicaraguan Fisheries Institute (INPESCA) is the goverment
agency that administers botr1 sectors, as well as co-ordinates an
aquaculture and boat-building prognim. The industrial fishing fleet is
under public ownership, the small scale fisheries are privately owned.
Despite the Contra-war and economic difficulties, Nicaragua has the
potenti a1 for e strong fishing industry. Severe 1 i nternati ona I agencies are
helping Nicaragua to develop their seafood industry at this time (See
Appendix 1--lnternetional Agencies Assisting Fisheries in Nicaragua).
Nonetheless, the primary problem faced by Nicaragua's fishing community
is a leek of basic equipment and gear.
The following survey is a description of Nicaragua's fisheries situation, as
best as we could piece it together in the winter of 1986. Although our
team was the guest of the Nicaraguan goverment, we solicited a divergent
range of opinions--from Semdinisteis to Miskito insurgents. There were
logistical and bureaucratic problems of getting around Nicaragua, as one
would expect of a country in the midst of a weir. So, there are some
subjects and regions that are better documented than others. (For a
description of how our project was organized, please see Appendix A--The
Nicaragua Fisheries Project.)

THE NICARAGUAN FISHERIES INSTITUTE
After the revolutionary Victory of 1979, responsibilit1d for fisheries in
Nicaragua was was given to IRENA--the Department of Natural Resources.
In July 1980, fisherie,; were then divided between !RENA and the nevvly
created lNPESCA.
The new Nicaraguein goverment had taken over the corporate holdings of
the Somoza's, after the Dictatorship had fled, in order to manage them for
the benefit of the Nicaraguan people as a whole. These confiscated
enter-prizes included ceittle peistures, foctories, utilities, as well os
seafood processing plants and their vessels. The lnstituto Nicaraguense de
Pesca (INPESCA--the Nicaraguan Fisheries Institute) was created, at this
time, to manage the suddenly acquired seafood industry. Responsibility
for non-industrial fisheries operations (co-ops_. research, and
management) had been placed undet- the lnstituto Nicaraguense de Recursos
Natural es y del Ambiente (IRENA--the Nicaraguan Institute of Natural
Resources and the Environment). The fisheries were underutilized, but
Nicaragua l1ad also inherited three basic deficiencies:
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l). A lack of fisheries equipment and gear,
2). Little foreign credit to purchase it with, and
3). A small domestic market for fish.

Since most fisheries gear is manufactured outside of Nicarngua, foreign
exchange was necessary with which to purchase it. Since shellfish were
the only Nicarnguan seafood resource with an export market structure,
development of this industrial-export sector became a priority--as the
base from which to capita Ji ze the rest of Ni carni:iua's fisheries. Over the
following two years, the new goverment began to recognize the unique
potential of Nicaragua's aquatic foods.
During Somoza's dictatorship, very little goverment funding had gone to
fisheries research or development ( 1). What research had been done
bet ween 1970-71 had been performed through biology departments at the
universities. After the 1979 Victory, the Nicernguen goverment
immediately ordered an assessment of ocean resources by IRENA. This
report showed an incredible wealth of fish species (2). It seems that the
Revolution and Contra-war had had a beneficial side-effect on underwater
ecology. The commercial seafood harvest that had not been stopped by the
destruction of equipment, had been halted by the threat of attack. No one
had been fishing for several years. Nicaragua now had abundant fish
stocks and perhaps the most commercially valuable seafood resources in
Central America. Fisheries exports have risen from 3% of Nicaragua's
total export revenues before the Revolution to 7% by 1982--of importance
only after cotton, coffee, sugar, bananas, and beef. In terms of Nicaragua's
development, seafood harvest has the advantage not only of fertile fishing
grounds, but also that it is a labor intensive industry with a favorable
international market (3). Seafood is also valuable as a source of high
quality protein for in-country consumption.
By 1982, in recognition of Nicaragua's fishery potential; fish co-ops,
research, and management were transfered from !RENA into the new
cabinet level ministry to which the goverment raised INPESCA (see
Appendix B--Structure Chart of INPESCA). Thus, from a nucleus of a half
dozen shellfish processing plants, INPESCA's responsibilities grew like a
hatchery fed salmon, rising from a skeleton agency for the administration
of a handful of rusty shrimp boats to a full fledged ministry that is now
responsible for all of Nicaragua's fishery programs (4).
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Since there had been no fisheries department under the Somoza
Dictatorship, there was no organized system of fisheries biologists,
administrators, or technicians with which to build INPESCA--other than
university biologists and other associated workers. Help came from
Me)iico, Peru, and Cuba, which are among the major fishing nations in Latin
America. Cuba, for exarnp le, had developed its under-exp l oiled fisheries
into one of high export value, as Nicaragua hoped to do. So, Cuba offered to
provide help in the forrn of crash courses in fisheries science. Sergio
Martinez and Julio Sanchez are the chiefs of the Research and Srnall Scale
Fisheries Divisions, respectively. Both were university instructors of
general biology recruited by INPESCA, who went to Cuba for an accelerated
program in fisheries biology and then joined INPESCA's staff. Daniel
Narvaez had f ougl1t for the Popular Insurecti on and been an accountant
After the Victory, he heard that the new Fisheries Institute was being
forrned, volunteered, attended an accelerated course in fisheries
admi ni strat ion and finance in Cuba, and is now the Region al Representative
for the northwestern State of Chinandega. However, such innovative
arrangements must confront even rnore basic problems.
In 1979 and 1984, !RENA and then INPESCA began the first survey of small
scale fisheries in Nicaragua--to learn about lifestyles and needs. They
found that most fishermen have not completed primary school and have
only a basic understanding of modern advances in fishing technology. And
the fishing skills of INPESCA's organized fishing co-ops haven't always
lived up to INPESCA's hopes. In 1983, on INPESCA's urging, !Vorsk
Fo/kalljalp (Norwegian People's Aid) contributed tvvo 31-foot draggers,
fully equiped with the best technology, to the fishing co-op at
Asseradores. Within just a few weeks both vessels 'Nere broken down and
unable to be repaired--for lack of parts and expertise (5). likewise, eight
Vo 1vo-Penta outboard engines were given to the co-op at Asseradores, but
are not now in use for ocean fishing because of difficulties with the
kerosine/gasoline mixture. INPESCA's program of fisheries education is an
extension of the basic campaign to teach everyone in the country to read
and write (6). INPESCA 'NOUld eventually like to establish a development
team and a training center for fishing people (7).
A major difficulty for the fishing industry is that crucial funds are tied up
in the Contra-lr/ar; in the purchase of more expensive, non-U.S. materials
since the Reagan Administration's 1985 ernbargo; and in the rnore basic
services of agriculture, education, housing, and health (see Appendix c--A
Short History of Nicaragua). INPESCA l1as had to be creative wHh their
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limited funds and supplies. The researchers rely on fishermen to help
them with tronspot-totion in their boots, on other agencies to loon them
automobiles, and on foreign aid to provide gear for small scale fishermen.
While faced with such limitations, INPESCA is actively trying to introduce
new seafOod products and popularize their use at home and abroad. They
have begun two chains of retail shops in which to sell fresh fish and
cooked fi sh--the Pescafresca and Pescafrito shops, as well as publishing
seafood cookbooks (see Appendix D--INPESCA Activities). Besides more
traditional forms of fishing and fish processing, INPESCA is also
interested in alternative methods such as Japanese surimi (fish meal),
Scandinavian artemia (algae protein), and aquaculture. Although the
Reagan Administration's embargo on trade with Nicaragua has posed
logistical problems for Nicaragua's external marketing (the U.S. previously
purchased almost all of Nicaragua's shellfish), the basic problem still is
how to catch the fish ...
INPESCA's harvesting arm is divided into two parts:

1). The ortisanol fisheries (S) are made
up of private 1y owned co-ops, collectives .
and i ndi vi dua 1s fishing in Nicaragua's
oceans, lakes, and rivers. They catct1 all
types of seafood from small boats.
2). The industrial fleet is composed of
large vessels . which are run frorn nationalized processing plants. They catct1
lobster, shrimp, and some of the larger
fi nfisr1.
Industrial and artisanal fisheries, on both the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts .
are all maintained by the sort of infrastructure tt1at runs any state fish &
game department in the U.S.A.--planning & statistics, administration &
personel, reseeirch & development. However, some specieil eigencies exist,
too--agencies peculiar to a nationalized industrial fishery and centralized
economic planning. While decisions on doy to deiy operntion ore left to the
local "enterprise," (9) detailed coordination with international commodity
markets and local public markets require different structures--something
like combining the Alaska Department of Fish & Game with Icicle Seafoods.
INPESCA has begun to experiment with its infrastructure, recently
sub-di vi ding itself into both regional and institutional areas of
responsibility (see Appendix B--Structure Chart of INPESCA).
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As a new agency, INPESCA has the flexibility to experiment with new
forms of administration. This administrative freshness has both good and
bad sides. Unlike many "old" goverment agencies, INPESCA is not
encumbered with pro-Somoza administrators, who might retard
development out of previous loyalties or desire for personel gain (10).
However, si nee INPESCA workers are a11 involved in ere ating a new
ministry in a very specialized field, they often lack the experience tlrnt
comes from a Jong tradition of fisheries administration ( 11 ). "We've been
solving one problem efter another since t11e Revolution," Sergio Martinez
reported about his Research Division. Fermin Vargas, a fisheries
technician, began as a fish inspector with INPESCA three years ago and has
seen a gradua J increase of technical capabilities of both fishermen and
INPESCA. He added that INPESCA's approach "is a trade off between old and
new technology, between tradition and innovation."

ARTISANAL FISHERIES
Artisanal fisheries are conducted on the Atlantic and Pecific Coasts, on
the rivers, and in the Jakes. Over 80% of Nicarngua's fishing takes place on
the Pacific Coast (Conover). The fishing is primarily for finfish, which are
very underutilized. The first surveiJ of Nicaragua's finfisheries in 1985
showed a total catch of about 324 tons, out of an estimated maximum
sustained yield of 20,000 tons per year. ( 12). The most commonly caught
Pacific Ocean fish are:

1). Pargo, a rockfi sh, is the most popular;
it is taken by hook/'!, line jigging.
2). Corvino, a sea trout, is taken by both
nets and jigging.
3). Mo core 1o, a rnackere J, is caught primari Jy by nets.
4). Brunt, another rockfish, is taken by
both nets and jigging; it is the major
i nci dental catch of the shrimp trawlers.
5). Tiburon, four types of shark--hammerheads, blackfins, and two types of Cason
(dogfish)--are taken by nets and jigging.
(See Appendix E--Comrnon/Latin Fish Names)
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There is a basic pattern to artisanal fisheries on the Pacific Ocean. They
ore pursued mostly with nets, but olso too lesser extent by jigging ond
1onglining. The Pacific pattern is similar to artisanal fishing in the
fresh-'Nater lakes and rivers, as well as on the Atlantic Coast, both of
which genera 11 y have more varied techniques (see "The Lakes &. Rivers &.
Atlantic Coast" and "The Corn Islands," below).
Two or three fishermen, working from a 20 foot dug-out canoe, tend their
nets twice o day. They place two sets off-shore. One is two miles out in
30 feet of water, the second set is six miles out in 120 feet of water. The
water is warmer at the in-shore set and catches mackeral, curvina, and
pargo. The off-shore set catches shark. Since they are fished mostly as
tangle nets, the fishermen adapt almost any size net to their fishery. The
nets are not species specific. It/hen you haul the net in, it could contain
anything from a two pound mackera l to a 20 foot hammerhead shark. Si nee
most of the fish c1lught are very edible, this non-selectivity of the nets is
not 1l major problem for 1lnyone but INPESCA, which is trying to establish
reqular supplies of selected species for their chain-store markets and
restaurants (See Appendix D--INPESCA Activities). Traditional hour-s of
fishing are also a problem for INPESCA. Nets are left out in the sea 1lnd
are checked only once or twice a day. If fish hit tt1e nets rigl"lt after the
first set, they 1lren't very good for sale when the nets are checked 12
r1ours later. The problems of loc1ll fishing patterns and limited fuel is
magnified by the 11lck of ice and transportation to assure fresh delivery to
marl~et.

Every water based village tokes part in some sort of commercial fishery ..
but different patterns emerge on the two coasts and in the interior. Take
an examp 1e on the Pacific Co1lst. Asserndores has a two industry economy.
Surrounding this fishing vi111lge are cotton fields and co-ops. The local
fishermen have tradi ti ona 11 y been salt-water f armers--both raising crops
and catching fish. Asseradores· fishing skills are limited. Nonetheless,
the people of Asseradores are eager to work with INPESCA, to develop
their fisheries industry and create a more diversified 1lnd productive
economy. The Norwegian aid agency, Norsk Falkek!elp, has been heavily
involved with establishing o fishing center there. Not 1lll fishing villages
are so eager. Some fishing groups, such as the one at nearby Massachapa,
down the coast, see little advantage to establishing a co-op. These
reluctant people are often at older villages where there is no other
enterprise, like cotton, to diversify the econorny. As one European fishery
developer said, "Asseradores is a good Christian community--when the
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fishing is bad they go to church, when they get development aid, they go
fishing. At Masstichopti, the sea is their god, there is no choice, they hove
fished for generations, that is ell they know how to do. They fish all the
time." The Messachepe people have their fish economy vertically
integrated: the men go to see in their boats end catch the fish, the women
take U1e fish on buses to surrounding markets to sell. In this way,
Massachapa makes more money on its own then it would through INPESCA.
(See Appendix F--Fisheries Economics)
The artisem1l fisheries of the Atlantic Coast, as well as the river and lake
systems, differ from the Pacific Coast. This is due to variations in local
construction materials and cultural traditions, es well es in differences
between the underlying European and indigenous economies.
In the colonial days, the Europeans in Latin Americr:1 organized an area to
specialize in the production of cotton, indigo, vegetables, etc. Public
markets became necessary to bring different products from different
villages toget11er for redistribution. This economic tradition of public
markets dominates the Pacific Coast today. Nicaragua is a country of few
roads, little transportation, and less ice. Getting seafood to market in a
fresh condition is a ba:;ic problem. A bus every other day or a collectively
used vehicle are often the only ways for fist1ing families to transport
their catch to the public markets of nearby cities. Where such public or
collective transportation isn't possible, private fish-buyers come to the
villages and tiaul fish in the back of a pick-up truck filled with ice. The
viscissitudes of market sales create problems for these wholesalers and
the villagers. Private fish buyers will show up one day and purchase all
the catct1. If the catch isn't sold in the market ri gilt away, the buyers
might not return to the villages for several days, 'Nhile fishing families
are left holding several catches of rotting fish. The high price of ice,
freezers, and storage facilities prevent the private sector from keeping
fish in large quantities for long periods of time. Nicaragua is attempting
to obtain better facilities and services for these areas, so U1ey can have
more economic self-determination--to somewhat mitigate dependence on
i rrnt i c city di stri but ion systems.
On the Atlantic Coast, every vi Jlage has been traditionally se lf-suff i ci ent
--they harvested coconuts, hunted turtles, and fished for snook, crabs,
seatrout, and grouper. The Indian and Black Carib villages had no need for
markets, except for imported items and variety. Central markets are
important mostly to city dwellers--to serve the goverment workers,
miners, or non-indigenous people. Nor are there many roads, si nee most
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loco! trnnsportot ion is done o1ong woterwoys. Most 1orger sco 1e
commercial activity has begun in only the last century with gold mining,
logging_. turtle hunting, and fisheries. The development of a cash economy
and the irnportation of supplies associated with such commercial resource
harvest has begun to make the indigenous people of the Atlantic Coast
desirous of the items that only a cash economy can secure--outboard
engines, canned foods, etc. They are now experiencing many of the
contradictions and limitations that their fellow-fishers on the Pacific
Coast have experienced for years--how to purchase limited supplies with
even mor-e limited income. The Contra-war has hindered tt1e development
of markets for fish on the Atlantic Coast (as well as along the northern
border with Honduras and southern border with Costa Rica), which would
bring in extra cash. Better transportation routes and facilities are
necessary to develop markets for seafood. However, such facilities and
regular shipments mean better targets for instu-gents to attack. For
example, there are excellent shrimp grounds in Vv'ani Lagoon and a road
nms north to Bi smuna from the port center of Puerto Cabezos, but o11
transport in this area and along tt1at road has been curtailed because of the
Contra-war 1janger. Only two lagoons now sell fish to Puerto Cabezas.
INPESCA lacks the resources and money to provide every fishing
community with a processing plant. This lack of resources is especially
glaring in respect to cold storages. The current INPESCA ice and freezer
plants '.·vere inherited from the Somoza days. They are very old and
unreliable. Many of the freezer units are either broken or inadequate; so
fish ore just iced, rather thon frozen. New units ere being installed 'Nith
credit and technical assistance from the East German goverment; they will
double the supply of ice. So far, people and communities have to share
resources. To further this necessary co-operation, INPESCA has set-up
"Centros de Acopio"--fish storage and development centers, which have
cold storages and machine shops along transportai on routes. Si nee 1983,
INPESCA has identified a half dozen locations for centralizing their
efforts to aid fishing people--Perlas Lagoon and Lamlaya on the Atlantic
Coast, Asserndores and Astillero on the Pacific Coast, San Carlos and
Solentiname on Lake Cocibolca (30). Capital investments for these
fisheries centers have come from international aid agencies based in
Norway and Italy, private groups from Ireland and the United States, and
goverment credit/investment from Peru and Germany (4 and Appendix
D--INPESCA Activities).
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Asserndores and Astillero are to be the two mejor centers for artisenal
fisheries on the Pacific coast. At Asseradores, fecilities will include a
new ice plant/cold storage building that was scheduled to be operational
in the fall of 1986. The plan is to build a self-sufficient village, where
fishing people from areas either under attack by the Contras (such as El
Ostional and Potosi) or that lack access to needed technology can relocate
to. The local people are salt-water farmers, where both crops and fish are
harvested. Cotton fields and cotton based co-op villages surround
Asseradores. At the head of the five mile dirt road that winds down
through cotton fields to Asserndores, a new school end a new hospital ere
under construction. A C$100 . 000 water project is a1so being bui 1t to
supply the village, and new housing is on the drawing boards. It is planned
to eventual I y have six fish tenders service 20-30 dug-out canoes each,
bringing the catch to the new fist1 plant on shore. Less than 25% of these
boats fish here now.
Perlas Lagoon is considered the best place to begin development on the
Atlantic Coast, since it is only about five hours by boat from Bluefields.
The Lagoon used to be the site of a smell group of Chinese shrimp buyers
who had dried shrimp for an Asian market since the 1920's. However,
within 24 hours of the 1979 Victory, the Chinese left Nicaragua, leaving a
gap in this trade but a tradition for the Lagoon. At present, a pecker is
scheduled to make weekly rounds at five communities on Pearl as Lagoon,
to pick up fish for delivery to Bluefields, but the vessel's schedule is too
erratic to ensure fish quality. An ice plant is the Lagoon's number one
priority, in order to keep the fish fresh until the packer's errival. This
area hes been a constant area of Indian insurgency. IMPESCA has been
charry of establishing standard supply lines or schdules for fear they
would come under attack. The recent advances made with the Indian
autonoml.j conferences and popular consultations hold promise for a peace
that will allow for much needed fisheries developrnent.
A few disgruntled fishermen are convinced that IMPESCA isn't doing a fair
joto of distribution and that a "mountain" of outboards are warehoused in
Managua. Whenever expressed, other fishermen appeared bored by such
accusations. No hidden stocks of goverment fishing gear were apparent.
However, a concern over the danger of mass distribution of fishing gear
was expressed by Managua administrators. Tipitapa was cited as an
example of "difficult entry and easiJ exit." This fishing community on the
Rio Tipitapa, between Lake Xolotlan and Lake Cocibolca (30), has a
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population of 500 potential fishermen, but few boats or motors. If boats
ond motors were somehow obtoined ond given to everyone, the fish stocks
in that area could be decimated end leave the people in a worse state than
when they started--with no fish. Over-fishing is as much of a potential
hazard es in British Columbia or Maine. INPESCA is trying to maximize the
participation of those who want to fish, without endangering everyone
with a monoculture approach to work ( 13).
In the early days, the new Nicaraguan goverment emphasized capital
intensive development of Hie fishing industry and its export-oriented
fishing fleet. This was to bring needed foreign exchange into the countr-y.
This is still true, toe large extent, but the current vision increasingly
includes a mixed economy of the artisanal sector, as well as the
industrial. The addition of artisanal fishing co-ops to INPESCA, in 1982,
reflected the awareness that the artisanal sector will become even more
vital to the development of Nicaraguan fisheries, society, and economics.
The nationalized industrial plants, in 1982, purchased 33% of their
production from artistmal fishermen and processed over 850 tons of fish
for sale in Nicaragua (Conover). Physical factors al so occasi ona 11 y demand
co-operation between the artisanal and industrial fleets. In 1984, El
Nino, a shift in Pacific Ocean currents, forced fishermen to rediscover
fishing grounds. It moved the fish further out to sea. In sorne cases, El
Nino moved fish beyond the reac~1 of the artisanal dug-out canoes, and it
took the co-operation of the mor-e sea-worthy industrial fleet to catch
these relocated fish for the artisanal fleet's local use.
No mtltter the good intentions of INPESCA towards maximizing 1lrtisan1ll
fisheries, it is considered an economic fact of life that industrial
fisheries tlre most important to the nation's well-being and will receive
the majority of funds earmar-ked for "Fi sher-i es." It is from i nternati ona l
aid projects that capital for the artisanal fisheries sector has come in the
p1lst . end must come in the future (Revo 1d).

INDUSTRIAL FISHERIES
Shrimp in Nicaragua are like salmon in the Pacific Northwest. They
migrate to cofJstal rivers and lagoons during their spawning season, and
are the mainstay of Nicaragua's Pacific industrial fishing fleet ( 14).
Besides both an arti sanal coastal fishery and an i ndustri a1 off-shore
fishery, the Nicaraguans are developing a unique enterprize of commercial
shrimp farming with help from Peru. Shrimp 1lnd lobster are the only
fisheries developed for export at this time, lobster being more important
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on the Atlantic Coast. There are five major industrial plants that process
shrimp and lobster in Nicarngua. Two plants are on the Pacific Coast--the
ALINSA plant at Corinto in the north and the COPESCOSA plant at San ~luan
del Sur in the south. Another three plants are on the Atlantic
Coast--COPESNICA at Bluefields, PESCASA at El Bluff, and PROMARBLUE on
Big Corn Island in the Caribbean. (15). Shrimp is now the primary product
at most plants except PROMARBLUE, where lobster is the traditional
shellfish caught by the Corn Island residents.
Under Somoza, a small amount of filleted fish was sold to the United
States from Bluefields. This was stopped after the 1979 Victory because
the new goverment decided that the sales paid too little revenue and it
would be better to concentrate efforts on higher value shrimp and lobster
exports. The plants do fillet and freeze finfish for local consumption, but
this harvest comes mostly from the incidental catch of the industrial
fleet (16). Since processing finfish is more trouble and expense than they
are worth to a commercial shellfish plant, it's customary to keep only
those finfish caught in the last couple of drags of a vessel's trawl net.
Those tail-end catches of finfish are then filleted and iced or frozen for
local sale, as a benefit to the surrounding communities. It's a balencing
act between common sense . social awareness, and cost efficiency.
Although shellfish are the primary export seafood, finfish take up the
slack at times of transition. At the COPESCOSA plant at San .Juan del Sur,
a major shift in production was taking place. The plant's progress since
the Revolution had been par-ticularly dramatic. When one of our team
members had been there in 1983, COPESCOSA had been just an abandoned
shell of rust creaking into life again after eight years of inactivity. In
February 1986, shrimp meal equipment from Peru had just been installed,
but was not yet operational; preparation for the installation of a new
German ice making machine was underway; a crew of fishermen and
equipment from Canada was to arrive, in May, to help repair damaged
vessels; technicians and material were expected soon from Managua to
convert the plant floor to lobster processin·~; and most of the fleet of five
new Peruvian vessels were out fishing. At this time of transition,
workers were busy filleting a flounder-like fish for the local public
markets.
Just now, the p1ants cost more to run than they earn from production.
However, they fulfill a social & economic function, which is slowly paying
dividends. The overseas sale of shrimp and lobster bring international
currency into Nicaragua, which they can convert into dollars for the
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purchase of foreign technology, like the Peru vi an fishing vessels end
shrimp meol equipment { 17). The plonts olso provide employment for a
significant number of local residents, as well as a primary sour-ce of
income for the local communities. The plant at San Juan del Sur is run by
a committee that meets once a month. It includes two representatives
from the management, three from the union, and one from the Sandinista
Party. At the COPESCOSA plant, the pl!mt director and union rep explained
how the plant has been nm at a loss--for the benefit of San Juan del Sur.
They said thot the plont could get by with o core work-force of 80, bi.it it
will employ, at full capacity, a cre'i't of 500. At this time of conversion,
250 people rotated 60 jobs between them, but when the plant floor is
set-up for lobster, an extra 100 processors would be locally hired--thus
employing 600 people.
The shrimp are cleaned, sorted, boxed, and frozen. Twice a month, a
Canadian freezer ship leaves the ALINSA plant at Corinto with 25 tons of
frozen shr-imp in its hold. The ship picks-up shrimp at the COPESCOSA
plant at S;:in ~luan del Sur, then proceeds through the P11nama Canal. Since
the embargo on trade with Nicaragua by the U.S. in May 1985, three out of
every five sh"i ps go to Canada; the other two sail to Europe, where Spain
has been a primary consumer of tt1ese shrimp. Before U1e U.S. embargo,
alrnost all shellfish exports were destined for U.S. markets. The Corinto
plant processes about 500 tons of shrimp per year.
ALI NSA has more orders for shrimp than they can fi 11. The shrimp fishery
is underutilized, due in part to a lack of vessels. Before the 1979
Victory, ALINSA was owned by the Somoza fmnily ;:ind its 50 vessels
fished out of Corinto. These shrimp boats are 70 foot, steel-hulled
draggers (as you'd find at any Alaska or Nova Scotia port). In 1979, afterthe Sornozas were driven from Nicaragua, 30 of these vessels were taken
to Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala by Somoza personel. Some of the
boats were later recovered by e;itradition, some had been abandoned, and
some still fish out of these other countries under Somocist& ownership.
Although this dealt a blow to the new goverment's capital investments,
external attacks on the fishing sector have been much more difficult from
which to recover--worse problems soon followed the loss of these first
30 vessels.
Corinto is a large harbor. It is reputed to be the best deep water port in
Latin America. Seafood is one of Nicaragua's largest exports--after
cotton, coffee, sugar, bananas, and beef. Oil is also imported here. As
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would be expected, a commercial center like Corinto has become a primary
target for attack by the Contra's, the CIA, and their allies in the present
war (see Appendix C--A Short History of Nicaragua). The United States
continually violates Nicaragua's territorial waters by use of "grandfather"
rights in the Gulf of Fonseca, which were arrangements made with the old
dictatorships. You can see U.S. war ships from the beach, cruising along
the horizon, well within Nicoragua·s 200-mile limit.
In 1984, the United States mined Corinto's harbor. The majority of vessels
sunk were shrimp boats--five of them, all belonging to the ALINSA plant.
As we walked down the ALINSA dock, a dozen rusty hulks swung in the
wind, quadruple berthed. Many of them had been recently raised from the
ocean depths and were awaiting the caress of scrapers and paint.
These shrimp boats might look like any Alaska dragger, but they lack a lot
of the Alaska vessels' sophisticated electronics--like sonar. There are six
crew members to each dragger-. The crews of the surviving vessels took
turns scuba diving off the bow, looking for mines, everytime they left or
returned to the harbor. France, Cuba, and Mexico later dont1ted mine
detection get1r. Contrary to what the U.S. goverment and medit1 tells us,
fisheries workers reported tht1t mines have been laid in Corinto's harbor as
recently as the Fall of 1985. So, ever-ready vigilence is required to make
sure that the vessels don't blow-up and sink just getting to the fishing
grounds.
In 1954, the oil depot at Corinto was also sabotaged by the CIA. Twenty
percent of Nicaragua's oil supplies were lost in this one attack. At that
time, Nicaragua had a loan request pending to the Inter-American
Development Bank--US$31 million for fishing vessels. The U.S.
representative on the international loan board tried to block the loan,
insisting on a stipulation that Nicaragua have adequate fuel for the
proposed fishing vessels (a previously unheard of qut1lification). One week
later, U.S. backed saboteurs blew up Corinto's fuel depot.
Contra sabotage and damage in 1984 equalled the value of 70% of
Micaragua's annual export revenues in that year. Because of the US-Contra
presence, Nicaragua has needed to divert 60% of its income to national
defense purposes.
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Sergio Martinez had told us, "Our problems are more politics than fish.
There's no lack of fish, we don't have a fisheries regulation problem at
this time. It's an "accident" for Honduran fishermen to poach in our rich
Nicaraguan waters, but if one Nicaraguan fisherman strays into Honduran
waters it's an invasion!" (28). Nicaragua has requested its fishermen to
observe wide international buffer zones to minimize problems near their
borders. This diverts funds that could otherwise go into fisheries and
other deve 1opment projects.
Problems also come from above water. On the way to the electronics shop,
at the ALINSA plant, our conversation with the plant manager got drowned
out by shrieking hammer blows and scrapers on steel. A crew of
shipwrights in blue uniforms were repairing a rusted hulk. My translator
said something about a "social rehabilitation program." I miide a remiirk
about "Somocista's ... " to Sharman. The plant manager nodded his head and
said, "Thiit's who they are." He went on to explain how the "Arlenseu" had
been fishing in Nicaraguan waters in the Gulf of Fonseca, which is shared
with Honduras and El Salvador, in December 1983. It was attacked by
Honduran helicopters. In the one-sided battle, the machine-guns killed
two fist1ermen and seriously wounded three others. Since being brought
back to Corinto, the "Arlenseu" has been been given to imprisoned members
of Somoza's National Guard to refurbish .. as part of a work/rehabilitation
program ( 18). After this "gift" to the prisoner:>, ALINSA workers started
to refer to the vessel, tongue in cheek, as "Al Hijo de Somoza" (to the son
of Somozii).
Besides these war casulties, vessels just normally break down. The
plant's mechanics and sl1ops could fix them, if they had the supplies to do
it with. Thew don't. Much of their equipment is made in the United States
and they need to get the replacement parts from the same U.S. companies.
However, these U.S. companies are prohibited from dealing with Nicaragua
by the Reagan Administration's embiirgo. For example, the boiits are
powered by 360 horsepower Caterpiller marine engines, which are made in
the U.S. Unless parts ciin be lociilly fl'lbricated in ALINSA's machine shop
or can be cl'lnnibalized from other equipment, the broken-down vessels
lrnve to just sit at the dock. There is also a major need of technicians in
all trades--especially electronics and refrigeration. As money does
become l'lvailable, business that would normally go to U.S. marine
corporations, will go to other fishery manufacturers, as in Japan--due to
the Reagan Embiirgo.
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Out of a once functioning fleet of 50 fishing vessels at Corinto's ALINSA
plant, only ten vessels now fish--30 were taken by the Sotnocistos; five
were sunk by the U.S. mines, and five more are just broken down. If
replacements and supplies could be obtained, the ten laid-up shrimp boats
could get out fishing once more .. doubling the size of ALINSA's present
shrimp boat fl eel.

FISH RAl\ICHEROS AND SHRIMP WRANGLING

Two surprizes hit us when we drove past the sign announcing Estacion
Piscida "General OmarTorrijo," which is the headquaters for INPESCA's
aquaculture program. The first came when woman after woman was
introduced as a project leader or di rector. The fish station is al most
totBlly run by women, which is rare even in a new agency like INPESCA.
The second surprize was the creativity of their projects, which are
oriented towards supplying fish to compesl11os at rural farming co-ops.
A carp-like fish, TilaQia aurea, is the only species propBgated at this time.
(In the near future, an actual member of the carp family, 1_yi:;orinus cari;iio,
is also slated for development.) The fish station's primary task is to
develop breeding stock. Little research find no farming is done here.
(Research is carried out in some of the larger lagunas, like Moyua, and in
lakes north of Managua). The Station workers collect milt from the male
Tilapia and artificially fertilize females. The eggs are hatched. The fry
are raised for 45 days in one pond and then transfered to a dozen seperate
tanks for an additional 45 days. Water comes from the river flowing
through the station's grounds, and the fish feed consists of a pellet
mixture of bone and corn meal, which is made in Nicaragua. After three
months of rearing, the fingerlings are transfered to a concrete pool, next
to the frame and plank pathology lab, where U-1ey are innoculated, put in
plastic garbage sacks that have been aireated by oxygen tanks, and
transfered to either ponds or reservoirs in the countryside. There they will
grow an additional year or two before being harvested ( 19).
The aquaculture projects have only been underway since about l 983 years.
But even aqm1culture is not imrnune from the Contra-war. In i 984, a fist1
farming tank was blown up by Contra's near Estelli. Three Nicaraguan
women coffee-pickers and a Swiss agronomist were machine gunned by
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Contn:i's, just this yeor, neor the oqueiculture site ot Somotillo, on the
Honduran border. 1986 was the first full cycle harvest of hatchery grown
fish. No complete growth cycle/harvest has yet taken place, although
monthly samples have been made to estimate growth rates (20). After two
years· growtt1, it is projected that they will increase to a one pound fish,
which will then be sold locally to the campesinos. INPESCA Joans the
agricultural co-ops nets, boats, and other gear for capturing the fish. The
l oce l co-ops keep the se 1e money, which they p1ow beck into their own
projects. Thus . the fish are used to enrich both the local economy and the
local nutrition.
After being taken around the facility, we were stiown two slide
presentations in a long and narrow office of desks (21 ). After the show,
we asked ebout the large number of women at the station. They explained
thet, after the revolution, the new Nicaraguen goverment mede an effort to
involve more women in the field. Since the aquaculture project was a
totally new program, it wes eesy to involve women from the start without
causing enimosity from displeced men. A hearty women with chubby
cheeks Jaugtied about the community i nvo Jvement effort that is so centre l
to the aquaculture project. We'd asked if there were any fishermen in the
areas where ttie reservoirs or rural ponds were. She said, "No, and it
sometimes shows when we try to catch the fish!! Farmers and office
workers! But we're learning. All of us. None of U1is existed before."
Shrimp farming has also been underway since the Revolution's Victory.
Unlike finfish propo!Jation, it's aimed at an industrieil export harvest theit
brings in cash. Shrimp migrate into the coastal lagoons and rivers during
the rniny season. This migt-ation pattern is a double edged sword. On the
Pacific Coast, it hes led to en innovetil/e form of shrimp farming, while on
the Atlantic Coast it has the potential of a multiple disaster.
Towerds the end of the Somoza Dictetorship, in the 1970's, en entrepeneur
et Puerto Morazen began a project of raising shrimp for commerciel sale in
the overflow besin from an estuary of the Gulf of Fonsece. Later in the
decade, the project fell into disrepeir, but the idea remeined. After the
1979 Victory, a dozen older men and women et Puerto Morazen resurrected
the concept and formed a co-op (Cooperntivo Edger Lang Sacase). The
German branch of en internetional aid orgenizetion, Breed for the World,
gave them some basic equipment. The lnstituto Nicereguense de Segurided
Social y Bienestar (INSSBl--the Nicaraguen Institute of Sociel Security
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and Welfare) contributed some funding for the project, with the
stipulation that a portion of the co-op's income would be domited to the
community. The project succeeded and the collective contributed 20% of
its income to Puerto Morazan to build a social center for the younger
people of this coastal river area--with a sewing center, carpentry shop,
and kitchen. The collective is now hoping to renovate its mud-based tanks
and purchase bigger pumps to expand their project.
lnodve1"tontly, because of the Contrn-wor ond the co-op lows, competition
has sprung up bet ween the st1ri mp farming Cooperat i va Edgar Lang Sac as a
and the finfishing Coopertiva Herrera Membreno at Puerto Morazan, which
fishes in the estuary.
A detachment of the army is stationed in Puerto Morazan to protect the
villagers from Contra "Piranhas." The Contras attack in new speed-boats
(Piranhas) and machine gun dug-out canoes, if the fishermen have new
outboard engines on their vessels (indictating Sandinista support, to their
minds). The fishermen claim a U.S. woman mercenary is active with the
Piranhas on the Estero Real. Puerto Morazan·s fishing co-op, Herrera
Membreno, had three fishermen killed and several kidnapped by Contras in
1984 alone, and INPESCA recently had to abandon a successful project of
shrimp traps in this area because of the continuing Contra attacks from
western Honduras. Such violence has led to administrative problems.
Loca 1 fishermen must work c1oser to home, rather than venture into the
Gulf of Fonseca or far down the Estero Real after fish. The fish co-op
developed a program of shrimp rearing in solinerios (22), to supplement
their Contra-restricted eel i vi ti es.
However, because of U-1e way the co-op laws are written, only one
fisheries project can be funded in any one area. They therefore come into
competition with the shrimp farming Cooperat i vo Edgar Lang Sacasa, even
though there is no actual conflict over markets and resources or
duplication of techniques. (See Appendix D--INPESCA Activities).
Further down the Pacific Coast, at Puerto Sandino, another fishing
cooperative is developing from solineritJs work. INPESCA, having seen the
good wm-k at Puerto Morazan, offered technical assistence. Research was
done, and the existing project nm by local solit1e1ios workers was refined.
Shrimp larvae were brought from the coastal waters in boxes especially
built for the dug-out canoes (rather than relying on the tides), water
levels in the solinerios 1Nere experimented with and adjusted to optimum
shrimp rearing depths, pumps and inc 1i nes were set up to stream 1i ne the
operation from buckets and boards. Puerto Sandino solinerios workers
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formed a shrimp farming co-op, Cooperntivo Abraham Zapata Perez, and
acquired a loan from Nicornguo's National Development Bonk (Bonco
ll/ocftJtNJ! !Jesarallt:r) Peruvian technicians came in and advised the shrimp
farmers. Over the last couple of years, the co-op has succeeded well
enough to begin wholesaleing their hatchery shrimp to Peru and Cuba.
This pioneering of Pacific shrimp farming has developed a new tradition
that doesn't promote competition between the off-shore shrimp draggers
t'lnd the coostal artisenal and aquoculture fishers. However, this is a
different picture from tt1e trouble brewing on the Atlantic Coast, where a
potential problem of species use could become every bit as serious as the
troll er versus seiner or Native versus l,•/hite l1arvest conflicts of salmon in
the Pacific Northwest of the U.S.
On the Atlantic Coast, the shrimp fleet operates out of the COPESNICA
plant at Bluefields. The vessels spend about a week at a time at sea, on
the drag from Punta Mono in the south to the Cayos Mi skitos in the north.
As on the Pocific Coost, o freezer ship takes the shrimp to Canodo ond
Europe for sale. The Atlantic Coast's shrimp fleet is scheduled to
1jrnstically grow with last year's purcht'lse of 30 vessels, which are about
the same size as the Corinto boats (23). Their delivery is in progress.
Such a large capital investment is the result of that optimistic survey of
Nicaragua's fishery resources, when INPESCA targeted shrimp and lobster
as the prime species for industrial development and export. However..
lobster and shrimp are very susceptable to over-fishing. And INPESCA is
also committed to the development of artisanal fisheries in the local
villages. This leeds to t'l conflict of interest, which coul1j expemd.
If the coastal villages of the Atlantic try to develop an artisanal fishery
in their lagoons for spawning shrimp, this could limit the off-shore
migration for the industrial harvest. Since payments must be kept up to
Justify the expense of such large capital investments as industrial
trawlers and processing plants, it is easy to see which way goverment
harvest priorities might go, as we've seen with the limited entry programs
in Alaska (24). To cornplicate matters further, the financial necessities
of o stete run industrial fleet could go beyond just o geer dispute, since
the Atlantic Coast is an area of contention on the issue of Indian/Local
autonomy versus Latino/Managua authority (see Appendix C--A Short
History of Nicaragua). Although the potential conflicts between in-shore
and off-shore shrimp harvest have not fully developed (due, in part, to the
Contra-war's effect on both sectors), some problems have already
appeared in the Corn Is I ands.
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CORN ISLAND CONFLICTS

The Corn Islands are populated by the descendents of English pirates, Black
insurgents, and Miskito Indians (see Appendix c--A Short History of
Nicaragua). The primary languages are English, Spanish, and Miskito (25).
In the days of Somoza, the Corn Islands were a big resort area for
foreigners. We were told that a group of rich Canadians frorn the old days
sti 11 return every year to vacation there. As a Cana di an farm mechanic
observed, "Every intertJtJtiantJ!isto that comes to work in Nicaragua prays
to get assigned to the beac~1es of San Juan del Sur or the Corn Islands." Off
the east coast of Nicaragua, the Corn Islands illustrate the recent
conversion from a subsistence to a cash economy.
For centuries, a local subsistence fishery for lobster has continued, caught
primarily by diving or in wooden traps. In the 1960's, a North American
came in a boat, bought lobsters from the Corn Islanders, and resold them in
Panama. The next year, he set up a tent on Little Corn Island and paid forthe lobsters in goods--C$1 worth per lobster. This signaled that a profit
could be turned from the decapod crustaceans, and Somoza built a
processing plant on Big Corn Island and entered the competition. The Not-th
American sold out to a Nicaraf!LH'ln and Honduran partnership, which fell
apart during the Revolution. The Nicarnguan partner, who got control of
the operation, absconded with four boatloads of lobster to Miami after the
1979 Victory and is now reputed to be a Caribbean drug runner. The North
American, who originally began the lobster commercialization, is still
reportedly involved in the area, despite U1e Reagan Administration's
embargo and Nicaraguan marketing strategies (26). The Nicaraguan
govennent took over both Corn Island plants, since th£JY had been
abandoned by SatrmcisttJB. The plant on Little Corn Island didn't have
enough boats to keep operating, so INPESCA closed it and concentrated
their efforts at the PROMARBLUE plant on Big Corn Island.
At present, PROMARBLUE (still called,"the Company" by local residents)
works 17 large bmits, seven crew to a boat. Three hundred are employed at
the plant, mostly women and Miskito Indians. In addition to a wage,
fishermen also earn a percentage of the catch (C$ l 6/pound), as well as
additional incentives (27). The PROMARBLUE plant also processes shrimp.
They ship 30 tons of lobster and 50 tons of shrimp per month to Canada
and Europe. The fishing has recovered to such an extent, since it's
interruption by the Revolution and Contra-war, that 25 new lobster
vessels from Mexico have recently been added to PRot1ARBLUE's fleet.
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Fifty privotely owned bo1:lts olso tnip lobster in t11e Corn Islands. There
are problems for private fishers in a limited economy--with a goverment
that has the genenil public's overall welfare as its priority. At the Corn
Islands, private boats get C$220 per pound for lobster. They run about 100
traps, provided through INPESCA, but have to buy their own gas and gear.
The bulk of PROMARBLUE's lobster is still caught by these artisam1l
fishers, who sell their catch to the plant. However, their fleet is
extremely dilapidated, with a severe l(:JCk of working outbo(:Jrd engines.
Local lobster traps are tradtionally made of wood. However, a shortage of
both good wood and reliable transportation to forest sites put trap wood
at a premium. INPESCA has experimented with non-¥tood designs from
Brazil and soft-wood models from Cuba, but they don't work as well as the
traditional designs and therefore haven't been put to commercial use.
Fishermen present! y make do with what they have.
Most of the 120 private fishermen on Big Corn Is 1and work with Johnson
outboards. Since the Reagan Administration's embargo halts replacements
and parts, IMPESCA is promoting non-US brands. A new Yamaha 40
horsepower outboard goes for C$120,000 {US$160)--if you can find one.
INPESCA just bought 120 new Vamahas (Bbout half of them are slated for
the Atlantic Coast) for sale to the private sector, who have two years to
pay and can set up deductions from their sales to the INPESCA managed
plants. US$160 is l'l very good price to pay for a new outboard. a new one
in the U.S. would run around US$2500; the difference is subsidized by the
goverment.
Supplies on the Corn Islands run two to three times the prices on the
mainll'lnd--while income from fish sales are the same as on the mainland.
This causes dissent over, for example, the price of gasoline. Subsidised
gas costs C$390/gallon (US$0.50). The gas drums are shipped by boat to
the Corn Islands. Supply lines have come under attack by Miskito
insurgents in the past, with a resultant drain of money l'lway from civilian
goods and transportation to defense expenditures. Gas and and other
ml'lteri\'ll have become sporndic \'lnd sc\'lrce on the entire Atl1lntic Coast.
Although INPESCA provides material aid to both co-ops and individuals, a
general lack of supplies forces them to make decisions that favor survival
of their public sector--the private sector dosn't always get the first crack
at the materials they want. The lack of fuel and equipment and their
costliness make it a lot more attractive, in many ways, for fishermen to
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work for the goverment plant and get priority treatment. Nonetheless, in
1983, 67% of Nicaragua's total lobster production came from small scale
fishermen (Conover). However, as the lobsters have been fished out close
to the islands, they have become more and more inaccessable to the
private sector artisanal fishermen and available only to the more
seaworth!-l and subsidised public sector industrial fleet.
Besides lobster traps, a diving fishery is also conducted for lobster, as
well as for black coral. Lobster divers get tanks and equipment from the
PROMARBLUE plant and are eligible for workers' compensation and
pensions. However, once a diver gets the tanks, it's a big temptation to
then also dive for black coral, which sells for C$3,000/lb. Many of the
divers aren't well trained in Scuba diving. Since black coral grows at
depths of up to 180 feet, this has lead fishermen to spend too much time
at too much deptt1. Some have been permanently crippled or killed by the
bends. When such tragedy occurs the question is raised, "What were you
1jiving for--coral for yourself or lobster for the company?" Several labor
disputes over cornpensation are in litigation right now.
The bountiful waters of Nicaragua's Atlantic Coast have made it a favorite
target for "pirates" from not only neigl1boring Honduras and Costa Rica
(28), but also from the Columbia-owned Island of San Andres, even further
off-shore (29). San Andres has a fish processsing plant which offers
better prices for shellfish than the PROMARBLUE plant. There is a mighty
temptation to sell shellfish to the better non-Nicarnguem market, whict1 is
illegal.
Almost all the fishermen on Big Corn Island gathered in January I 986 to
protest the goverment's arrest of one of their friends for smuggling
lobsters to San Andres .. as well as to voice their dissatisfaction with the
lack of supplies and their high cost. These situations have caused some
hard feelings to develop in the Corn lsll'ltlds, between locals and the
goverment. But improvements are being hammered out. An agreement of
mutual forebearnnce was reached. Such arrests would stop and prisoners
would be released, in return for cessation of smuggling. Also, the
goverment would provide better supplies and lower costs for the
fishermen, in rnturn for their patience with the shortages and e>ipense of
goods.

As one fisheries worker told us, "There has been a loss of earning power,
and imports do cost more, but you have to evaluate the cost of living and
wages--it (the re 1ati ve cost of 1i vi ng) is about the same now (as it was
under Somoza). The big difference is that now we have seen a lot of
progress in education and health since the Revolution."

THE LAKES & RIVERS & ATLANTIC COAST
The western coast of Nicaragua is pocketed with lakes, reservoirs, and
ponds. The lakes are mostly volcanic craters, but the ponds and reservoirs
were built for farm projects and are filled with fresh water. The largest
and most used lakes are Cocibolca (Nicaragua) . Xolotlan (Managua), and
Apanas (30). There are 46 species of fish that live in the lakes, but only
12 are harvested for food. On Lake Cocibolca are two cities--Granada in
the north and San Carlos in the south, in addition to numerous fishing
villages on the clusters of islands at the southern end of the lake. Lake
Xolotlan has the village of San Francisco Libre and the capital, Managua; it
is the only one of the lakes that has a significant problem with
contamination from farm run-off. Lake Apanas is an artificial lake
located in Jinotega.
As with the coastal people, the lake people fish from dug-out canoes. The
wood for these ceinoes is ei problem to obti:lin, as elsewhere in Nicaragua.
For example, the wood for the boats of Lake Cocibolca cornes from the
island of Ometepi in the middle of the Lake. Access to building materials
for boat repair is crucial and, as elsewhere, expensive and difficult. The
fishermen work mostly from dug-out canoes (cayucos) and plank skiffs
(pangas) of about 20 feet in length. The resale value of a dug-out canoe is
about C$30,000 and has a life-span of around six years. Their boats are
powered more by oars and sail tt1an the coastal vessels, which tend to rely
on outboard engines for the high seas. The fishermen work about eight
hours per day, at distances of up to 20 km. from their homes. (Martinez).
Bows & arrows, atarraya·s, fish traps, and harpoons are used more on these
inland and eastern waters than on the Pacific Oceen (see Appendix
H--Types of Artisanal Fishing Gear). The most important fresh water fist1
are:
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1). Tiburon, o frest1 wtiter shl:lrk, is ctiught
with ti nets ond is sold as a fresh/frozen fillet.
2). Pez sierro, a saw-fish, is mostly caught
with a bottom tangle-net. It is mostly sold as
a fresh/frozen fillet.
3). Gospor, a garfish, is taken by harpoon from
boats at night. It is sold dried or salted.
4). Mojarro, fl medium sized bluegill-like fish,
is mostly caugt1t in rflther shallow water by
fltarraya or a fish trap. It is so 1d fresh or
frozen in the round.
5). Guopote, a very popular bass-like fish, is
caught in a bottom-purse net and with hooks
and line. It is sold fresh/frozen in the round.
The larger fish (except for saw-fish and shark) are sold in the round and
served in restaurants entire, on a platter. Some crabs are obtained with
traps and by hand. Only since 1971 has an industrial fishery been
attempted, and this only for pez sierra and shark; by 1976 there had
occurred a noticable decline of these species. This commercial harvest
stopped prior to the Revolution . but is now being reactivated (see page 27).
Around 1500 fishers work the continental waters of western Nicarngua,
catching over 1-million pounds of fish each ye1:1r. (M1:1rtinez).
Between the eastern and western co1:1sts of Nic1:1ragu1:1is1:1 mount1:1in range,
which lies closer to the P1:1cific Ocean than the Atl1:1ntic. The western
drainage is very short, down a comp1:1ratively steep co1:1stal plain. As one
rese1:1rcher pointed out, this complic1:1tes the pattern of pollution.
Nic1:1ragu1:1 w1:1s a heavy user of pesticides on crops under Somoza, and it
continues to depend on pesticides for certain crops (such as cotton). Since
the 1979 Victory, stringent environment1:1l laws and regulations have come
into effect, such as banning pesticides outlawed in their country of origin.
But decades of poisoned 1and and U1e continued economic need for chemi ca 1
agriculture leave their legacy in the soil and water table. Since
agriculture is concentrated on the P1:1cific side, U-1e short drainage dosn't
act as a sufficient filter to pick-up and break-down the poisons.
The lack of a wide coastal plain prevents the soil from adequately
filtering the water and, therefore, pesticides flow into the oce1:1n.
Unf ortun1:1te ly, lit t 1e study of contamination of fish habitat and shrimp
spawning grounds has been done.
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Un 1i ke the P(lci fi c, the drainage of the At l (lnt i c coastei 1 p1eii n is 1ong eind
fleit. Its surface is veined by m(lny rivers that twist through jungles and
run off into an eqw:ill!-1 wide continental shelf under the Atlantic Ocean.
The shelf is filled with lagoons, reefs, sl1oals, and islands. One researcher
described this mottled world of rivers and jungle on the one side and
shelfs and shoals on the other as the extended wings of a butterfly, with
its dark back lying along the coastline. More than two dozen Indian
villages perch on the rivers and lagoons. From south to north, this is the
territory of the Sumo, Rama, and Miskito Indians. They 1i ve in communal
villages that are based on hunting, fishing, and gathering. Most of the
Indian villages along the coast, especially in the northern half of the
region, are inhabited by Miskito Indians. The Sumo Indians live primarily
along the rivers .. by the mining communities. (31)
Three major cities lie along the butterfly's back--San Jaun del Norte in
the south, Bl uefi el ds in the middle, and Puerto Cabezas in the north.
Timber, fisheries, and gold mining are the primary industr-ies of this
region. Substantial cyanide pollution of the local watersheds has resulted
from the gold mines at Bonanza, Rosita, and Siuna. The mines have been
closed down for several years . due to Contra attacks and a lack of capital,
but they are now being reactivated with the help of German aid and the
peace negotiations witt1 Indian insurgents. Bluefields has the primary
commercial processing plant for shrimp, although El Bluff and the Corn
Island plants also may process them, too. On the Atlentic Coast, itself,
Exsui za end Swi ssA id ere contri but i n!i material to fishers in Pearl as
Lagoon, and a fishing vessel was donated to those on Rama Key by
SwissAid.
The Atlantic Coast has the largest number of fishers, but the least amount
of fisheries aid. Basic investigation of river fisheries hasn't been tackled
by INPESCA's Research Division and we failed to obtein much material
ourselves. Although a similar net-fishing technology is used, as on tile
western continental waters and ocean, some unique techniques are also
current. Two soldiers wt10 had been stationed in the nortt1west State of
Zelaya described how the Miskito Indians use a machete and a flat piece of
board to decapitate fish resting in shallow pools. Unlike the male
dominated fishing in the rest of Nicaragua, they also reported that women
fish with the men . hand-lining along the Rio Wawa. (About the only
fishery, as a whole, that Nicaraguan vromen participate in is oyster and
clam hervesting). There are several international aid projects sending
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fisheries assistence to the Atlantic river- people. In two of these, OXFAM
Canada is providing fishing hooks and lines to the Miskito Indians
resettling back to their old territories, and SwissAid has a project on the
Rio Grande de Matagalpa to provide three fishing boats and six fish packers
with gear.

EIOl\TBU!LDING

Although the industrial fleets of both the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts look
very similar, the artisanal fisheries are very different. The yin/yang of
each coast is reflected in the two regions' fishing crafts. Both coasts do
use dug-out canoes. Trees are important, but tt1ey're used differently.
At Poneloya, on the Pacific Coast, the village fishermen have to travel up
to 50 miles away to get logs large enough to make into canoes. When the
fishers can get access to a vehicle, they travel to the slopes of Volcano
Momotombo to harvest logs and bring them back to their shore-based
community (32). It's a brutally expensive and difficult proposition for the
fishermen at Poneloya to, first, find a truck and, then . afford the gasoline
for the trip. Once they do haul some logs, then they build their canoes
with chain saws, axes . and adzes. The construction takes about a month,
and this Pacific Coast timber- isn't what you'd ca 11 que l ity wood either.
The heertwood is usually rotten. In a dug-out canoe this isn't a problem
until you get to the bow--where you scoop out the heartwood. However,
the bow tekes a beating et sea. Vou can't have e rotten stem. So, these
shipwrights build e compound bow from two or three pieces of solid
timber. The completed 20 foot canoes are very rough looking, but
consistently fish up to six miles off-shore. The populous, agricultural,
Mestizo-based economy of the Pacific Coast has Jed to a rnther stunted,
spotty trndition of fishing and boat building, but it is a very functional
tradition. Fishermen from as far awey es Massachapa (50 miles down the
Pacific Coast) wil 1 come to Pone 1oya to buy dug-out cenoes when they
cannot get adequete timber in their own area.
The Atlantic Coest canoes, however, are l:l centuries old tradition, e
refined art of sea-based Native life-style. The Atlantic Coest has been
the home of excellent wood. It's huge forests of towering trees and
myriad weterweys have given the fishermen ec.cess to fine boat building
meteri al s from which to make their 30 foot dug-out cenoes for extensive
turtle hunting and trade throughout the jungle r-ivers and along the east
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coast of Central America (33). These forests were prirnevil until
relatively recently. While early Spanish enterprise had destroyed the
Pacific Coast trees, the Atlantic forests came under the commercial axe
only in the last century, when British merchants created a market for
exploitation of the mahogany forests. This exploitation continued under
Somoza's reign, through leases to multi-net i ona l timber companies.
However, the difficult tet-ra·in and remote stands of trees insured that the
Atlantic Coast could not be denuded of trees in tt1e same fast1ion as the
Pacific Co1Jst. Wh1lt slowed commerci!ll exploit1Jtion, 1lided local
subsistence. The combination of river access, isolation, and wealthy
aquatic environment contributed to a very well developed Atlantic Coast
tradition of indigenous boat building and fishing. Nonetheless, the forest
harvest of over a century has resulted in a shortage of good wood for even
houses, let alone for fishing vessels .. and has led to recent reforestation
and silvaculture activities, wiU1 the Bid of nations like West Germany.
At the moment, INPESCA is coordinating two clusters of boatbuilding
projects--one on Lake Cocibolcfl on the P1lcific Coast interior, find the
other near Bluefields on the Atlantic Coast. These are in addition to other
efforts at shi p•Nri ght i ng around Nicaragua (34). Granada, on the northern
end of Lake Cocibolca . serves as the regional INPESCA headquarters and
supply depot for "the Lake." The gate is opened by a friendly guard with a
smile and an AK-47 (35). Inside the compound sits an ice maker and an
a1jministrative office. A fleet of freezer trucks comes and goes. Next to
the ice house is a long concrete building, containing the hull of a fishing
vessel. It wi 11 be 36 feet 1ong by 12 feet wide . powered by a 30
horsepower Vflmaha diesal inboard engine. A crew of a h1llf dozen fishers
will run it for several days at a time, for fresh-water shark. Under
construction for three years, the design is based on a Caribbean mode 1. It
is an experment to test the commercial value of a high yield vessel
against dug-out canoes--to see if the t1igher production will justify the
h~i~trer costs of maintainence. At the other end of the Lake, at the
community of San Carlos and among tt1e Solentinarne Archipelago . a
Catholic solidarity group frorn ltBly called tftJnitese is involved in a local
boat-building project of 12 thirty-foot boats for catching shark and
saw-fish to process at the San Carlos plant.
In the old days, before the 1979 Victory, fishing vessels on the Pacific
Coast were hauled out of the water at boat-1.jards in Costa Rica. Because
of the recent political tensions in Central America, this is no longer
possible. So .. the fishing vessels at the COPESCOSA plant at San .Jmm del
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Sur are now either hauled up on the sandy beaches for repair, or taken to
the ALINSA plant in Corinto to a rudimentary set of ways (36). There is a
large backlog of vessels awaiting repair in Nicaragua.
Some help has come to the COPESCOSA plant from the United Fishermen
and Allied Workers Union of Vancouver and the British Columbia Federation
of Labour- (Canada). Each year one of the B.C. Fed's unions establist1es fl
link with a Nicaraguan union. The whole Federation then pitches in to help
get a project off the ground in NicBragua. In 1985-86, the UFA\"lU had a
project to repair beached vessels with one of the Nicaraguan fish plant
unions--the Sindicato de Che Guevera, at the COPESCOSA plant at San ~luem
del Sur. Supplies were sent down on the Tools forPeoce ship in 1986 and
were transfered to San Juan del Sur. British ColumbiBn fisheries workers
followed. They attempted to refit 20 damaged fishing boats that they
dubbed the "Solidarity Fleet.- However, the final assessment showed the
damaged fleet to be too far gone to salvage, and the UFAWU redirected
their efforts towards maintenance of working ships and obtaining
replacement vessels.
It is a different story on the Atlantic Coast, where, at Bluefields Lagoon,
there already is a private boat yard called PICSA. They have built large
steel 11ulled boats for years, and have only just lately begun making
smaller fiberglass vessels. In winter 1985, an agreement was reached
between INPESCA and PICSA to build even smaller fiberglass vessels for
local artisanal fishermen. The introduction of wooden boat construction,
which would not be dependent on costly inputs like fiberglass, has not met
with much success so far. At nearby Perlas Lagoon, an innovative
development center for boet design is also planned with the Norwegian aid
group, Norsk Fo/J.'e/Jjelp (Norwegian People's Aid). This site is projected
to eventually include 1:1 navt1l architect and a computer that can configure
hull design. The goal is to be able to rese1:1rch Caribbet1n Basin bo1:1t
designs 1:1nd match various fishing gear technologies with them, in order to
come up with efficient combinations and appropriate technologies.

INTERNATIONALIST AS
I was surpri zed by the large number of i nternati ona l workers in Nicaragua,
even in fisheries, and often in odd circumstt1tKes. One day, leaning over
the second floor rail at INPESCA, a blonde haired man with a well trimmed
beard came out of the office. He looked like a Stanford biologist.
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Before I could say "Hi!" he turned to a rotund balding man in horn-rimmed
glasses and, speaking Russian, disappeared down the stairs. They were
part of an oceangraphic ship helping Nicaragua chart their coastal waters
and make estimates for a tuna and sardine joint venture between the
Russians and Nicaraguans, which was signed in the winter of 1986 (37).
Some other fisheries aid projects have been cited in other parts of this
report. The following paragraphs will elaborate these projects, and
discuss those not yet touched upon.
The primary fisheries aid agency in Nicaragua is 1Vorsk Folkehjelp,
Norwegian People's Aid (38). In Latin America, they are called Aj/tldtJ
Pop11l&r !Von1egtJ (APN--Norwegi an Popular Aid). Nicaragua is the on 1y
country in which Norway funds fisheries development. A full time
fisheries economist from Tromso (Norwa4), as well as other APN workers,
lived in Managua . co-ordinating projects between A0rsk Folkehjelp and
INPESCA in 1986. Norsk Fo/kehjelp is funding a development center at
Asseradores on the Pacific Coast, as well as at Perlas Lagoon near
Bluefields and at Lamlaya near Puerto Cabezas--on the Atlantic Coast (see
page 10). The co-ops make time payments on the supplies they receive
from 1Vor..<J.' Folket'ljelp. This nominal payment is then put in a development
fund at the Nicaraguan National Development Bank for funding additional
fishing projects. Tt1is refinancing plan was to have applied for all
fisheries aid to co-ops, but thus far only the payback on the Norwegian aid
has been deposited in this revolving account.
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, the
Latin America Economic System (SELA), and other international advisory
bodies have projects underway in Nicaragua, usually in conjunction with
some of these agencies listed in this report. A number of sister-city and
sister-state projects have also begun supplying fisheries aid, in addition
to their general assistence projects. Portland (Oregon) is a sister-city of
Corinto. We provided Portland with a list of the ALINSA plant's needs and
they are attempting to send some fisheries assistence. (See Appendix
J--Li st of Ni carai:iw:i Si ster--Ports).
OXFAM (Oxford Famine Relief) is active through its several national
agencies. OXFAM America has sent money for new outboard engines for the
Bl uefi el ds area. OXFAM Engl and has provided a generator for the fi sl1eri es
center at Astillero. OXFAM Canada is supplying fishing hooks and lines,
among other gear, to the Miskito Indians that are relocating back to their
villages along the Rio Coco, as well as arranging tours of Nicaragua for
Canadian fisheries workers.
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British Columbia (Canada) has contributed significantly to Nicaraguan
fisheries relief (see page 28). Alert Bay, on the north end of Vancouver
Island, has set up a sister-port project with San Juan del Sur. They hope
to pro vi de a day care f aci 1ity for the women workers at the COPESCOSA
plant, a badly needed service. Most of the line workers are women, who
have 300 children between them (39). The large Canadian Tools forPeoce
program, itself, actually grew out of as the efforts of a dozen Canadian
fisheries wm-kers who had gone to Nicaragua, as part of a tour, in the
summer of 1981. One of them stayed an extra few weeks, thinking that he
could help some of the Nicaraguan fishermen with marine mechanics,
electronics, or any number of things. He was sadly disappointed. Tl1e most
basic equipment and infrastructure were not avai Iab 1e for him to p1ug into.
Back in Vancouver he told his friends about the problem. While talking,
they looked out the window, over the docks, along the Fraser River, and
saw a Nicaraguan wheat ship in port. They ran around for three days,
collected $25,000 worth of nets and other fishing gear, and loaded them on
the deck of the vessel for shipment to Nicaragua. From the success of
this collection grew both the annual Toa!s forPeoce campaign and the
British Columbia Federation of Labor's projects, both of v11hich now work
in many areas ot11er than just fist·iing. A fund raising project last year
involved a Port Hardy cannery in Brit ist1 Columbia. The proceeds from one
day's salmon pack, both labor and sales, went to the Tim!s forPeoce
project. Both projects work with Canadian University Students Overseas
(CUSO) and OXF AM Canada.
Some projects are hard to track down. We asked the Director of CUSO in
Managua, Wes Maultsaid, about other projects relating to fisheries in
Nicaragua. He said he'd heard about an Irish group sending aid to the
community of Astillero, t1a1fway down the Pacific Coast, which is one of
INPESCA's fisheries centers. Try as we could, we couldn't locate anyone
who could fill us in on this elusive Irish aid agency in five weeks of
inquiry. Then, one night, at the end of my stay, I ran into a volunteer
coffee picker from Dublin. We began playing music, singing, and talking
about fishing. He mentioned how Mick 1'"1cCaughan, a member of the Student
Union at Trinity College, had returned to Dublin from Nicaragua in
September 1985 and had been organizing "battles of the bands" and other
musical fund-raisers for the fisheries center at Astillero.
The Norwegians and others have begun to experience difficulties due to the
Reagan Administration's 1985 embargo on trade with Nicaragua. After
Reagan's recent meeting with Miguel de la Madrid, President of Mexico, in
January of 1986, an accord was reached--to block the flow of computer
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technoiogy to the Eastern Block, which somehow included Nicaragua. In
response to this accord, the Mexican authorities confiscated the computer
and software that had been shipped from Norway, through Mexico, for a
Norwegian fisheries economist, working at INPESCA. He's still trying to
get it back. Before 1985, Miami had been a primary port for Nicaraguan
fisheries. INPESCA had initiated a trade triangle with two European
corporntions--Volvo-Penta and its subsidiary Y./itle International.
INPESCA would transfer shrimp to Witte International and Volvo-Penta
would then supply engines, parts, and trnining to INPESCA. These
trnnsactions were all done through Miami. Only one shipment had been
made between INPESCA and Volvo-Penta before U.S.-Nicaraguan trnde was
closed down due to the embargo. A search is underway now for a new port
through which to reactivate this important trade arrangement. A similar
problem arose with the Norwegian material aiij for fisheries, which had
been purchased in Miami until the embargo. The Norwegians are a1so
looking for- a new port and a non-U.S. corporation to deal with.
This has all proved a drawback for both Nicaragua and U.S. business. Over
80% of Nicaragua's fisheries gear and equipment had been of U.S. origin
before the Reagan Administration's embargo, and the cost of finding new
sources of supply has cost Nicaragua an estimated US$1.2 million. The
effect on potential U.S. sales has been ten times greater. Ironically,
US-made equipment is admired and much prefered by many Nicaraguans,
even when Russian and other Eastern Bloc equipment is clearly better--as
with Polish and East German industrial engines.
Ccrlc Roman (Director of lnternationcl Economic Relations at INPESCA in
1986) told us about a fisheries conference in Jamaica where a group of
North Americans had asked her, "Why do you accept help from the
Russians?" She told them, "We don't have equipment, we need knowledge
about the seas, we need oceanagraphic and fisheries help, we have two
people in all of Nicaragua working on an assessment of the country's
fishing gear and methods--they need materials to go out into the
countryside to help improve the fisheries. We get help from a lot of
nations and groups. Vie don't have the luxury to refuse help from anyone."

THE UPHILL STRUGGLE
The majority of problems are both political, as Sergio Martinez reported,
and technical. INPESCA is attempting to solve these problems on many
fronts. They hope to increase industrial production of shrimp and lobster
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through use of higher technology. It is hoped that these increased exports
wi 11 earn more foreign exchange for Ni caragua--with which to f urthetcapita 1i ze the art isana 1 and subsistence sectors, and increase the
consumption of fish in Nicaragua. INPESCA's overall goal is for more
self-reliance and a higher quality of living for the fishing people of
Nicaragua, as well as a better diet for Nicaraguans in general.
However, there is a problem 1Nith increased technology. The Peruvian and
Cuban models are ones of high technology and many of INPESCA's workers
have learned their fisheries from that model (40). The inexperience of
INPESCA, coupled with a desire for high-tech fisheries, has already led to
difficulties, as in the case of the Norwegian draggers and the Volvo-Penta
outboards for the artisanal fleet at Asseradores (41 ). Sergio Martinez
summarized the technology dilemna they all faced: "If you give fishing
people a boat, an engine, oars . ice makers, the trucks ... by this time the
outboard is broken down and an oar needs replacing ... " A bank of materials
and skills are needed. This is agreed on by everyone from the Canadian
consulting firm to the Soviet oceanographers.
Because of shortages, co-operative activity is necessary. Many of the
older fishermen were said to be "lone wolves," not wanting to share. This
led one United Nation's representative to conclude, "Y./e need to train the
young fishermen, not tt1e old ones who just try to get ahead for themselves
and not help others."
INPESCA's purchase and retail sale of fish is primarily (at this time) an
aid to people who are not yet skillfull fishermen and to the consumers.
This strategy diversifies and improves Nicaragua's economy and diet.
INPESCA was described by a European organizer as "the 1Nay of the
future"--pioneering the improvement of fish quality, consumption,
marketing, hea 1th, and price. Most Nicaraguans are trying to he 1p
eachother get ahead. It is this spirit of mutua 1 aid that can make the new
Nicaragua succeed.
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The Nicaragua Fisheries Project
At Thanksgivving in 1965, thirty of us in Southeast Alaska watched a
movie about the war in Nicaragua (see Appendix C--A Short History of
Nicaragua). One scene in the fi 1m showed a fishing village that looked like
any fishing village in Alaska ... except for two big differnnces--all the
boats were in port and a11 the marine engines were up on the dock. The
film's narrator quickly reported that, since the Reagan Administration's
embargo on trade with Nicaragua, i l's i mpossi b1e for the fishermen to get
replacement parts for their U.S. made engines and that their fishing fleet
has been reduced to a fraction of its former self because of breakdowns
alone. Half the audience were fisheries workers from boats, canneries,
cold storages, and the Alaska Department of Fish & Game. After the film,
we began asking ourselves what we could do to help our fellow fishermen
in Nicaragua.
If Alaska has anything, it has fish and fishing people. Commercial fishing
is Alaska's Nurnber One industry. In 1965, Alaska's fisheries produced
$700 million of wholesale revenue alone. over 100,000 Alaskans fish
commercially or for subsistence--20% of our population. The Alaskan
State Legislature even tried to ban the use of the word "salmonella"
because of the bacteria's negative sound-a 1i ke association with our
salmon industry!! So, it was only naturnl for Alaskans to feel an
immediate empathy for their fishing neighbors in Nicaragua, as well as be
in a unique position to help them.
In the summer of 1965 Sharman Haley and I made a ci rcut of Al ask an
fishing communities to assess the possibilities of a fisheries aid project
for Nicaragua. One Alaska fisheries expert did caution us to expect very
little fisheries resources in tropical waters. Fortunately, we found this
to be a misguided simplification. The overall result of this Alaska tour
was one of overwhelming interest and potential resources. A federation of
Alaskan fisheries people and solidarty groups were then networked into
the A/Qsko-/Vicorog110 Fis!Je11es Project. Contott was made with the
Nicaraguan Fisheries Institute that Fall, and in the winter of 1966, four of
us went to Ni carngua to make a survey of their fi Sheri es. Sharman Haley
(Alaska) went as translator and economic advisor, Conrad Muller (Alaska)
as marine technical advisor, Nancy Conover (Ca 1if orni a) as a transl ator and
administrative advisor, and myse 1f (Alaska) as project co-ordinator. We
went to determine exoctly what their needs were, what size nets they use,
the most common type of outboard engines . etc. The trip wos o real
eye-opener.

We saw tt1e construction of tra1jitional 20 foot dug-out canoes at
Poneloya, the joint agri/aqua-culture projects at interior farming
communities, the shrimp draggers sunk by the CIA's mines at Corinto, a
trawler machine-gunned by Honduran helicopters in the Gulf of Fonseca,
the hopeful results of Nicaragua's first comprehensive survey of resident
fish stocks . the far-sighted plans for a combined research and production
center at Perlas Lagoon, an innovative combination of salt distilation and
shrimp farming on coastal rivers, an incredible fresh water saw-fish and
shark fishery in Lake Nicaragua, and a lot more. We also spent mtich time
talking with fisheries workers from the Nicaraguan Fisheries Institute, as
well as from the many foreign aid projects in the country, in order to make
sure that our project wi 11 comp l ernent, but not duplicate, on-going
programs.
Nicaragua's most basic fisheries problem is a lack of gear and tect1nology
for both the large and small scale fleets. They have two fleets. Their
industrial fleet of 70 foot, steel-hulled vessels catches lobster and
shrimp for an export market to Canada and western Europe. Their srna ll
scale fleet of 20 foot dug-out canoes catches fish for local subsit:.tence
and public markets. Both fleets are in a ramshackle condition and can't
keep up with the demands. The Nicaraguan Fisheries Institute is
creatively struggling to improve their local fisheries, but with very
limited funding. The present national defense efforts caused by U1e
Contra-war eat up 60% of Nicaragua's national budget, which would
othenvise be available for development of resources and self-sufficiency.
The Nicaraguan Fisheries Institute is receiving foreign aid for
refri 1jgeration, transportation, and shi pwri ghting from Norway, I rel and,
Germany, Italy, and Canada. They are getting fisheries training from Cuba,
industrial vessels from Mexico and Peru, and joint fishing ventures from
the Russian and the U.S. fleets. However, the people who are most in need
of help, and who receive the least aid, are the small scale fishermen. They
need the most basic fishing materials: hooks, nets, lines, spark plugs,
wrenches, pliers, buoys, outboards, etc. (See Appendix G--Ar-tisanal
Fisheries Needs). And this is precisely the area where us Alaskans figured
U1at we could be of most tlelp.
On 11 February 1986, a memorandum of agreement was signed between the
Alaska-Nicaragua Fisheries Project and the Nicaraguan Fisheries Institute
in Managua. Arrangements were made with the f1inistery of External
Cooperation for warehousing and distributing the material aid 1Ne send.
Primarily, we will provide material assistence for the small scale fishing

people. Secondarily, we will help to arrange special projects as
opportunities permit; these could include a fisheries tour of Niacaragua,
coperntion between Alaska and Nicaragua fisheries agencies and
organizations, and facilitation of joint fishing ventures or recruitment of
marine technicians to work in Nicaragua. The aid we provide is
humanitarian in nature. Therefore . it meets with the federal guidelines
fot- humanitarian assistence to Nicaragua. We plan to send 50% of the aid
to the Atlantic Coast and 50% to the Pacific. The agencies who will help
in the actual distribution are broad-based. Besides the goverment's
Nicaraguan Fisheries Institute and the Regional Administration of the
Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua, representatives from the Moravian and
Catholic Churches, international aid agencies, and solidarity groups are
a1so working with us. Bflsed on the flbove survey, we figure more than ever
that the supplement of fisheries gear is one of the most important
activities we could be involved with--both to raise the consciousness of fl
segment of the North American population that is seldom reached--fishing
people--flnd as an important material intervention to help Nicaragua's
fishing people.
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APPENDIX C

A Short History of Nicon1guo
Nicaragua is about the size of northern New England--2.5 million people in
about 57,000 SQ. miles. Nicaragua's aboriginal population was a
combination of Indian peoples from both north and south.
The Spanish sett! ed and exploited the Pacific Coast in the early 1500's and
the English did likewise on the Atlantic Coast 100 years later. Central
America lacked quantities of gold; land and its resources came to be the
primary attrnction for the Europeans. Slaves, to work the land, came to be
the primary denomination on which the extraction of agricultural wealth
hinged. Early conqt1istidores used Central America as a souce of
labor--200 Spaniards sold 500,000 Pacific Coast Indians into slavery
within 25 years of their entrance into Nicaragua.
English pirates and traders settled the Atlantic Coast as a base of
operations from which to raid the Spanish colonies and recruit workers for
their Caribbean plantations and dye-wood harvests. Hence, the English
names for- Nicaraguan communities on the Atlantic Coast are common (42).
The English used the Atlantic Coast's Miskito Indians as proxies to fight
the Spanish and subordinate the other Indian tribes of the region. Insurgent
Black slaves from Caribbean plantations also settled the area. There has
been a 1ong hi story of independent militancy on the eastern Coast and
Jong-standing distrust of U1e Spanish descendents who came to claim all
of Nicaragua as their own.
As B part of the Latin American revolt against Spanish colonialism,
Central America declared itself an independent republic in 1821. However,
internal dissention combined with European and U.S. intrigues, by 1838, to
break up the United Federation of Central American Provinces.
Ironically_. many of the SBndinista programs for universal health care and
education, access to land, and secular goverment are a continuation of
programs that Liberal Party goverments in Central America attempted to
pro vi de, at Hie ti me of their independence from Spain 150 years ago. The
panillels between U1e Liberals of 150 years ago and Sandinistas today are
str-iking. The attempt to change injustices quicker than even the victims
of conservative oppression could some ti mes comprehend, with occasi ona 1
impatient coercion, resulted then,. as now, with some of the intended
beneficiaries joining with the opposition conservatives in bloody civil
war.

Nicaragua emerged as one of the five original Central American nations.
Both Great Britian and the United States struggled to expand their control
of the new country. This Anglo-American effort was for a variety of
reasons. The shared reason was domination of Nicaragua's overland
passage between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The importance of such
a short-cut became highlighted by the thousands of stampeders rushing to
the California gold fields in 1849--in the days before the transcontinental
railroad or the Panama Canal. A Nicaraguan short-cut, financed by
Cornelius Vanderbilt of New Vork, was prefered to the longer and more
expensive voyage by clipper ship around Cape Horn. To help secure this
overland passage, a small army of U.S. mercenaries, backed by U.S. capital
and tacitly endorsed by the U.S. goverment, invaded Nicaragua in 1855.
Walker became part of the larger effort of the southern United States to
add Central America and the Caribbean territories to the U. S. as slave
states--to offset northern United States' expansion of "free states" in the
West. (This decade also saw several invasions of Cuba for the same
purpose and was a prelude to the U.S. Civil War and later wars of the 20th
Century).
Two years later, after much bloodshed, the North American force was
finally driven out--after the Panama railroad across Central America had
become estebllshed eis the prefered route eind the Ceiliforniei gold stempede
hed died down. The mercenaries' commander, William Walker, had declared
himself President of Nicaragua and organized another "Invasion," but
without much of his former backing. Walker, by tt1en, was then considered
rather immaterial to the mainstream Anglo-American plans. The British
captured him on this subsequent expedition, and turned him over to the
Honduran authorities, who shot him in 1861. The British finally abandoned
their official claims to the Atlantic Coast in 1860, but continued to use
the Miskito Indians as a client army for their economic ends, through a
Miskito "King," designated to rule for them. United States· expansionism
had almost exclusively replaced British interests by the time of the First
World War. The banana imports of a Boston sea captain in 1870 had
steadily grown into the United Fruit Company. It became the major
enterprise in Nicaragua and a major U.S. corpora ti on--expandi ng into
transportation, communication and other commodities. Additional U.S.
corporations, coordinated under the Brown Brother Banks, moved into the
country. Nicaragua was virtually nm from the boardrooms of New Vork
City. Although some improvements in health care and shipping facilities
did come from these U.S. companies, oppressive labor and living conditions
brought about rebellion in the early 20th Century. When Nicaragua
attempted to expand its trade to Japan and Europe, the United States
responded by sending in troops, invading Nicaragua five times and
maintaining an army of occupation for a total of 25 years.

Genernl Smedley Butler of the U.S. Army summ1:1rized his mi1it1:1ry c1:1reer of
this em in the b1:1n1:1na belt: "I helped in the rnpe of half B dozen Central
American republics for the benefit of Weill Street." The U.S. goverment
forced B treaty for ei Nicaraguan Canal in 1916, even though the Panama
Canal had opened two years earlier. Resistence against this military and
corporate colonization develped into B full scale revolution. The
insurrection was only slowed down by the assasination of rebel leader
General Augusto Simdino in 1934.
Nicaragua developed differently than the rest of Central America from this
point on, because of its long ties with the U.S.--more progressive forces
flourished than in other more conservative nations. North American
interests considered that such progressive influences would be a deterrent
to revolution. Ir/hen too many U.S. boys began to be killed and an election
defeated the U.S. sponsored candidate, a proxy Nicaraguan goverment and
army was set up in 1934 under the Somoza family--much as the English
had done with the Miskito "King" 300 years earlier.
Under the Sornoza family, t-1am1gua grew into the primary capital of
Nicaragua--at the expense of the traditional centers of Leon and Granada.
Ironically, as the export of coffee, beef, and cotton brought more money
into the country, the standard of living dropped for the majority of
Nicaraguans. To make yet more money, the Somoza's demanded more time
and resources be taken away from food production and channeled into
export crops like cotton and beef. Their profits were banked and invested
abroad. The Somoza family acquired ownership of over half of Ni carnguan
agriculture, industries, and natural resources. When the elder Somoza
died, his two sons or their representatives took office as president.
Tachito Somoza bragged publically, "Nicaragua is my form." U.S. patronage
and military support protected their dynasty. When the Somoza's refused
to share t11eir wealth with the major families, those families split away
and joined the opposition movement. A major outrage began within the
middle class in 1972, when the Somoza's appropriated all of the foreign
aid that had been sent to Nicaragua for earthquake relief.
Resistance had turned into revolution by 1961 with the formation of the
Sandinista Front for National Liberation (FSLN--Frente Sandinista de
Liberacion Nacional). Over the next 18 years all but the most reactionary
sectors had united with the Sandinistas against the Somoza dictatorship
in one of the worM's most popular revolutions of business people, farmers,
journalists, and factory workers. The ensuing Revolution resulted in

50,000 killed; 40,000 orphoned, 100,000 injured, emd 500,000 homeless
(43). Now, nearly trnlf of the present population of Nicarnciua is under 13
years of age. This is a result of the death not only of so many adults
during the Revolution, but also an indication of the increased birth rate
and decline in infant mortality since 1979.
The "Revolutionary Victory" of 1979 marked a major change of life in
Nicaraguo, emborking on o mixed economy of privote 1:1nd public enterprise.
The new Nicaraguan goverment instituted vast reforms in public health,
housing, agriculture, education, and the economy. It channeled the
majority of aid to those at the bottom of the economic ladder,
confiscating only the property of the Somoza family and their associates.
A sizable part of the confiscated land was given to peasants to form
individually. Large tracts were kept intact as state farms or organized as
co-ops. About 65% of Nicarngua's economy is owned by private
enterprise--more than is privately owned in the United States. But the
priority of oid to the poor was not without protest from more elite
sections of Nicaraguan society and U.S. commercial interests. By 1982,
Nicaragua was at the point of being able to feed itself--a feat never even
approached in the Somoza era. But then, the Reagan Administration's
policies began to take effect and pulled Nicaragua back from the brink of
self-sufficiency.
The opposition that had brought about the defeat of the Dictatorship had
consisted of diverse elements of lawyers, union leaders, housewives,
doctors, workers, ond members of other wealthy ielmilies. After the 1979
Victorl.j, some wanted a return to the same status quo that existed before
and others wanted more extreme expropriations. Several opposition
parties voiced their differences witt1 the Sandinistas.
The new Reagan Administration came to power in the United States, in
1980, shortly after the Nicaraguan Victory. For economic and ideological
reasons, the Reaganites reversed the token assistence that had been given
the new goverment of Nicaragua by the previous Carter Administration.
They privately considered the new Nicaraguan goverment a threat to U.S.
control in Central America, but publicly objected to the smoke-screen of a
socialist presence. In 1981, Reagan's appointees began to suspend AID
programs to Nicaragua, to block international assistence money, and to
supply the Contras based in Honduras ( 44). A number of nations had been
generous with foreign aid to Nicaragua in its earlier days of
reconstruction. Then, the Reagan Administration began tightening down

the fiscel screws. Mexico, Brazil, Peru, end other rmtions ere ell lerge
debtors to the World Bank and the lntenrntionel Monetary Fund, which ..
although tt1ey are "international," are dominated by U.S. interests. The IMF
and World Bank, once the Reagan Administration took power, threatened to
reduce funding to these other nations, if they continued aid to Nicaragua.
For survival's sake many Latin American nations were forced to comp 1y.
Niconiguo declm-ed itself a non-aligned notion. Controry to Reogem's
propaganda, a majority of Nicaragua's help has come from Western Europe
and Latin America, not the Soviet Block. As promised by the Sandinistas,
as soon as Nicaragua was set back on an even keel, national elections were
held--in 1984. International observers rated the 1984 elections as being
extremely fair, even by US or European standards. The Sanidinista Party
won 57% of the vote; 4% went to parties further to the Leit, 29% went to
parties further to the Right. As a part of tt1eir destabilization program,
the Reagan Administration convinced several Nicaraguan opposition
leaders not to run; the U.S. goverment then complained that the elections
·vveren't fair because all the opposition didn't compete. By this time the
Reagan Administration's intervention was reaching new heights. Over
3,000 Nicaraguans had been killed by the Reagan-backed Contra's--women
and children, as well as health care workers, school teachers, and
peasants.
The Somoza family had left Nicaragua saddled with enormous foreign debts
that had been used to purchase weapons with which to suppress the people
and advance their familiy's extravagant lifestyle. They had also absconded
with over half of the Nicaraguan treasury, much as Marcos in the
Philippines did seven years lat er. Nonetheless, the new Nicaraguan
goverment had continued to make payments on this foreign debt. But,
having seen the U.S. sponsored Contras kill their people and destroy their
public facilities, they cancelled their payments on the US$600 million
ioreign debt that the Somoza'8 had run up with US banks. The Reagan
Admini8tnition, already threatened with the call by Garcia (Peru) and
Ca8tro (Cuba) for the Latin American nation8 to repudiate their debt to U.S.
bank8--in the light of U.S. oppre8sion against the Latin American
people--could not let little Nicaragua get away with this. If they did, then
80 might huge Brazil with its $83 Billion debt, which would just raise hell
with the U.S. bank8.
After the 1984 election8, the Reagan Administration stepped-up it8 war in
Nicaragua. They mined the harbor in Corinto and blew up the oil depot
there. They publi8hed a manual on terrori8m, 8abotage, and a8sa8ination.

Over $100 million of illegally raised U.5. public funds and on undetermined
arnount of private funds supported illegal U.S. advisors and agents in the
infamous National Security Council's Iran-Contra Gate Scandel. Over
12,000 Nicaraguans were killed by this U.S.-backed military intervention.
Not to mention the terror and intimidation inspired by these acts.

The transition from the devastation of the Somoza em is eloquently
expressed by the fact that Nic!'lrngua earned $294 million from exports in
1985, but needed to import three times that amount in medicine and other
essential articles. In 1985 Reagan declared a trade embargo against
Nicaragua, by his special powers as the President--to "protect t11e
security of the United States." This vvas no small imposition, since 90% of
Nicaragua's machinery and equipment had come from the U.S. and parts
were now impossible to obtain. Having to find new markets and suppliers
alone cost Nicaragua US$93 million. The current Reagan Administration
embargo against Nicaragua is rather selective. It does not curtail all
trade with Nicaragua, but deprives Niceiraguan enterprises from obtaining
full value for the products. Before the Embargo, almost 20% of Nicaragua's
income from trade with the United States came from shrimp exports. Now,
since this trade is cut off .. INPESCA sells its shrimp to Canadian
corporations, which repackage some of the shrimp and resell it in the U.S.
under their labels.
Nicaragua attempted to redress this situation of open aggression through
international tribunals; requesting a total of US$1 billion for specific
damages. The day after the U.S. Congress voted to aid the Contras with
US$100 million, the United Nation's World Court found the United States
guilty of hostile actions. It ordered the aggression stopped and
compensation to be paid to Nicaragua by the United States. The United
States has refused to abide by the World Court's decision.
In 1985 . US$27 million in "humanitarian" aid was channelled to the
Contra's by the Reagan Administration. Over US$14 million of that aid has
vanished and is alleged to have gone into dr-ug trafficking and other illicit
activities, carried on by agents of the CIA, the National Security Council,
and organized crime. The Congressional vote for the additional US$100
million in aid for the Contra's occurred in 1985, under much political
preassure frorn the Reagan Administration, but in opposition to public
opinion polls of U.S. citizens. This sum equals to all the rnoney the
Contrn's had received from the Reai:ian Ad ministration up to that point
( 45), and has provided an extreme escalation of Contra attacks on
Nicaraguans. In addition, the CIA is now authorized to release up to

four-times theit eimount in trnining, techniceil eissistence, eind logisticeil
supplies to aid the Contra's.
As opposed to the U.S. policies towards Nicaragua, the Contadora Group of
Nations (Mexico, Panama, Columbia, and Venezuela) has consistantly
advocated negotiations and a halt to military intervention. The present
peace initiative of Central American leaders has established internal
guide 1i nes theit promise a potent i ei 1 for peace, emd which heis been taken up
by the Nicaraguan goverment in its appointment of Cardinal Obando y Bravo
to act as negotiator between them and the Contra's. The outrage of U.S.
citizens over the blatent deception of the Iran-Contra Gate Scandel has
furthered opposition to the Reagan Administration's policies in Central
Americei. The end is not yet in sight..
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INPESCA Activities

Attending a meeting of INPESCA is like sitting down at a board meeting of
Icicle SeBfoods in Petersburg--working out everything from the need for a
new ice machine, to wage demands by the uni on 1oca ls, and new strategies
for increasing fish consumption. There are two markets within Nicaragua
--public and private. Eighty percent of Nicaragua's fisheries are handled
by middle-merchants of the private sector and 20%s are administered by
INPESCA. Two divisions of INPESCA run the marketing of fish. ENMAR
works the Overseas market, END IMAR functions inside Nicaragua.
END IMAR is the agency within INPESCA that is responsible for internal fish
marketing, it manages the public fish sector, buying fish from private
fishermen and then retailing them through the Pescafresca or Pescafrito
chain stores. These outlets are an attempt to popularize fish among the
Nicaraguan peoples .. who have never been big fish consumers (4).
Pescefresce is a fresh fish outlet; ten of them are
set up in the public markets of the ma .i or Mi caraguen
cities. The Pesctlfresca stands have "Fogel" di sp l ey
cases end freezers for the fish and maintain a relatively high standard of sanitation and quality. Their
prices are equivalent to the neighboring private
stonds, which only consist of a basket of ice and a
scales&. balence. Although tt1e Pescafresca stands
offer fresher fish at equivalent prices, it was said
that the private stands tend to have better sales
because they allow prospective buyers to feel and
smell the fish, which the public sector regulations
disallow. The Pescafresca stands have a problem
of keeping up with the demand. Although they list a
half dozen types of seafood for sale, from lobster to
shark, only a couple of species are usually in stock at
any one ti me.
Pescllf ri to is a sellf ood restaurant chain in Managua
and Granada. There are nine of these very attractive,
open-air cafes made of brick and stucco. Although
"frito" implies fried food . fl wide variety of seafood
is offered at very resonable prices--lobster, shrimp

cockt11ils, p11rgo broiled whole, etc. However, like the
Pescafresca stands, there is a prob 1em of keeping up
with the demand. Often, only a couple of the items
on the menu are available at any one time (See Appendix F--Fisheries Economics).
Fish promotion is also done wiU1 employers. In a time of such austerity,
as today, it is a major benefit in Nicarngua if your place of work provides
mid-day meals. INPESCA provides seafood for these food progrnms.
ENMAR, the export division of the Nicarai::iuan Fisheries Institute,
wholesales shellfish to Canada. Some is repackaged there for sale
Overseas, some to the United States. Thus, the Reagan Administration's
embargo notwiU1standing, the United States is still a prime consumer of
the "dreaded socialist shrimp." Such is the contradiction of diplomatic and
economic reality. The embargo merely prevents Nicaragua from realizing
the full value of their exports in trade with the United States, by forcing
them to se 11 in the United States through foreign middle-merchants, who
are oftimes mere subsidiaries of U.S. owned multi-national corporations.
Nicaraguan shrimp are now sold to the U.S. through Canadian corporations
and some private U.S. fishermen are reported to still clandestinely fish
joint ventures in Nicaraguan waters (See page 20).
SUMIPESCA, assesses the material needs of Nicaraguan fishers and
processors, helps acquire the requested gear and equipment, and
distributes it to both co-ops and individuals. SUMIPESCA works closely
with the B8!1co !VtJcionttl IJesttrollo (BND--t11e Nati ona 1 Deve 1opment Bank),
which obtains funding for material needs. SUMIPESCA acts as a
co-signatori~ and responsible agency for both the fishers and producers.
1flhile

60% of Nicaragua's economy is through the open market system, a
sizable percentage is by co-ops. Co-ops are considered exceptionally
important as a framework for fisheries development--as a means to
spread out the risks and buffer the losses that are unique to water-based
work. Co-ops are organized by severa 1 different agencies. INPESCA
provides infrastructure and technical resources, the National Development
Bank provides credit and accounting help, and two divisions of the Ministry
of Labor (the Department of Co-operation and the Center of Capacitation
for Co-operation) provide organizational structure. Co-ops are organized
under two different laws--the 1971 Getieral Co-operative Law and the
198! Agrarian Reform Law. Fisheries come under the former, which t1as
created a prob 1ern (see page! 8 about ttie co-ops at Puerto Morazan).

The first Centro de Acopio was started in 1983 at Astillero--as a
processing and storage center for fish, to aid three co-ops in the aree.
Shortly thereflfter, a similar project was started at Asseradores (see page
10). The purpose is "to create small, self-sufficient enterprises thet will
sell their distribution to the state" (Conover). This system is intended to
increase Nicaragua's fish consumption through promotional programs,
which would reduce the nation's reliance on expensive beef that could be
exported, thereby freeing up more foreign exchange and increasing the
incom,e of workers through an underutilized industry of fishing. This has
ell been somewhat frustrated by a lack of capital (46). INPESCA has been
unable to provide experienced fishermen with rnuct1 inducement to join a
co-op, since they get little as co-operntive members from INPESCA, at
tt1is stage. However, loans for fishing gear from the National Development
Bank are much easier to obtain through co-operatives, than as individual
fishers. Still, better equiped fishermen generally remain independent.
Given the present poor economy, the goverment moy be the only source of
equipment for the poorest fishing people. There will come a time, though,
when even the better equiped fishermen will see the odvantage in joining
co-ops--to get replacements for their depreciating gear.
The inability of the public sector to keep up with the demand for fish is
another basic problem. There are severnl reasons for this. Not enough fish
are caught at any one pl ace to rnai ntai n a steady supp 1y. The "IF A" trucks
that INPESCA uses to pick-up and deliver the fish are ·1arqer vehicles ttian
are necessary for the small co-ops that they service. Also, the freezer
units on the trucks are in disrepair, so fish are just thrown in amongst
flake ice in the back of the truck. Flake ice and gasoline are in high
demand and are scarce. In theory, fish are delivered to the Pescafresca
and Pescafrito markets once a week from the processing plants and once a
day from the fisl1ing co-ops. This scheduling dosn't always work. There
are not sufficient ice machines at INPESCA or a sufficient abundance of
gasoline to allow frequent trips between the fish co-ops and the markets.
This is another reason for the attempt to establish fisheries centers--to
consolidate the artisanal fishermen ot o few, well-developed sites thot
can be easily serviced by INPESCA.
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APPENDIX E
Common/Latin fish Names_
Pacific Ocean
1. Pargo--Lut j anus guttatus.
2. Curvina-Cynoscion stolzm!:lni, C. reticul!:ltus.
3. Ma care 1a-Scomberomorus si errn.
4. Brunt???
5. Tiburon Mantillo--Sphyrna lewini,
6. Tiburon Aleta Negrn--Carcharhinus limbatus,
7. Cason--Carcharhinus porosus, Rhizoprionodon longurio.
Lakes
1. Ti buron--Carcharhi nus l eucas.
2. Pez Siet-ra--Pristis pectimitus, P. perotteti.
3. Gaspar--Atrnctosteus tropicus.
4. Mojarra--Chichlasoma citrinellurn.
5. Guapote--Cichlesoma dowii, c. managuense,
C. fri edri chstha l ii.

App end i :x F'
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fisheries Economics_
(NOTE: The exchange rate and inflation change extremely rapidly. The
figures used in U-lis section, and in this report as a whole, are those at the
time of our survey in Nicaragua in January and February of l 986. Much has
chanqed since then.)

It is difficult to thread your way through the exchange rates to arrive at
comparisons between IJ.S. and Nic11ragwm buying power. There 11re five
offi ci a1 exchange rates that are used on different occasions. As of
February 1986, seventy cordobas to the dollar w11s used for overseas
transactions. At the goverment exchange houses you can obtain C$750 for
a IJ.S. do 11 ar. The b1ack market will pay as much as C$1200 for a
greenback. IJ.S. banks, following the Re11gan Administration's lead, pa1J
only a fraction of the minimum Nicaragua rates for cordobas. Food is
subsidized. You can eat on a dollar a day in Managu11. Imports are very
expensive. A roll of Japanese color film that would sell for US$4 in
Chicago will cost C$5,000 (US$6.70) in Managmi--a week's wage for a
secretary. A wristwatch will cost a crew-member two month's wages. A
round trip ti ck et from Anchorage to Managua wi 11 equal the annual income
of five blue-collar workers. A house will rent for C$1200 a montt1 or sell
for C$1,000,000. But, there is not the wide disparity of incomes that
occurs in the United States. A middle level administn.itor makes only
twice as much as a secretary in Nicaragua, whereas in the Alaska s/he
would make up to five times as much. All this is complicated by a 300%
inflation rate.
INPESCA wages (Cordobas per month):
Regional Admi ni strntor------C$50 ,000 US$67
Fist1eries Biologist---------- 35,000
47
Fish Inspector-------------- 27,000
36
Secretary------------------ 20 ,000
27
Cold Storage worker--------(for a six hour day)
Janitor, Pescafrito cafe-----

12,000

16

11,000

15

Vessel Captain-------------- 18 ,000
Engineer-------------------- 16,.000
Crew----------------------- 15,000

24
21
20

On the Pacific Coast, where a private marketing sector has successfully
developed, there are advantages to fishing privately. If you both catch and
market your own fish, then it is worthwhile to enter the private market
--you can make C$100/pound for the shark you caught. If you se 11 to a
private buyer who comes through your village in a truck, he will pay
the fisherman C$30/pound and will wholesale it in the city for
C$90/pound. It will be retailed in a public market for C$120. If you sell
to INPESCA, they will pay IJOU C$35/pound and will sell it at the public
market for C$100/pound. At a restaurnnt in San Juan del Sur, we lrnd a
plate with a 1-1/2 lb. Bargo and vegetables for C$600; the owner had
bought the Bargo for C$100/l b.
Prices for fish sold to the public sector are set in meetings beh\'een
INPESCA, the fish co-ops, and private fishermen. With a co-op, after the
gas price is deducted, 2/3's of the fish sales goes to the individual
fishermen and 1/3 goes to the co-op. According to the best estimates,
from the fresh continental waters of western Nicaragua: 36% of the catch
is sold directly to consumers, 47% to retailers, and 17% to 1Nholesalers.
As in other parts of Nicaragua's economy, primary items are subsidized by
the goverrnent. For example, without a subsidy on gasoline, a fisherman
could not afford to go to sea. These subsidies are further all owed by
internatiotrnl assistence. If the Soviet Union did not provide gasoline at
such low rates to Nicaragua, Nicaragua could not pass on such low rates to
the fisherman. Such subsidies ceinnot be kept up forever, and other
methods of reducing the costs must be found. In the case of petroleum
consumption by fishermen, this means getting the fishers used to fishing
mor:e economically , with smaller rnotors--after being accustomed to
higher speed outboard use. (Revo 1d).

Appendi:-: 6
Nicaragua ArUsarrnl and
I ndustri a1 Fisheries Needs

Nicaragua Fisheries Gear Needs & Projects.

(Please note that this is only an outline of projects and gear needs. We
have a much more detailed report that is available, and new ideas are
welcome).
Gear Needs
Outboard Engines:

25 horsepower Evinrude & Johnson outboards are the most common; 8, 10,
15, 18, 35, and 40 hp. are also used, as well as the occasional Mercury and,
lately, Yamaha 40 and 50 hp. Long shafts are used for ocean fishing. Any
and all engines can be used. Even broken engines are useful to cannibalize
parts from--especially water pumps, impellers, props, and lower units
that get damaged during the spring rains that put a Jot of debris and sand
into the water and from beach landings.
Nets:

The nets most in use are approximately 300-600 feet long by 12 feet deep;
4-6 inch mesh; 3/8's-5/ 16's cord; clear nylon monofilament and colored
multifilament. These are tangle nets that catch everything from bluegills
to hammerhead sharks--virtually any net w111 help; the local people cut
and weave nets to their local needs. The fishers also need twine, weights,
buoys, anchors, lines, net-weaving bobbins, etc. The industrial fleet is in
need of standard shrimp trawl nets & gear.
Miscellaneous:

Hooks--#4, 5, 7, 8-13, and 2 inch shark hooks.
Lead sinker weights--2 ounce.
Spark plugs (to match the above engines).
Line--1 /8th, 1/4, 5/ 16's, 3/8's, 7/16's, and 1/2 inch polypropelene.
Axes, hatchets, adzes, cross-cut saws, buck-saws, handrills, augars,
planes, etc. for boatbuilding.
Chainsaws and their maintenence kits.
Boat winches.
Plastic cannery gloves, aprons, and sleeves, filleting knives, stones &
steels.
Furuno electrical testing apparatus--see list on page 8.
Gas welder.
Compressor for sand blasting.
Radios--cb's, am sets, VHF, batteries, generators, etc.
rods and reels and fishing line for jigging.
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Marine Paint (in large quantities; for the steel-hulled, industrial shrimp
boats--there is no marine paint in Nicaragua).
Vehicles for ice & fish transportation.
Floats (Y-17) and weights.
Rolls of Hex-18 wire for lobster traps & ""18 galvinized wire.
Volkswagon or chainsaw lumber mills that would allow lumbering in
the back-country.
Steel rods to make harpoons for fishing.
Outboard repair kit--see Conrad's list on page 7.
Pocket calculators.
Fisheries literature and articles for the aquaculture section of the
Ecology Department at the University of Central America in Managua
and the Fisheries Library at INPESCA--see Project 6 on page 6.
Lobstering gear--see Ingrid's list on page 7.

INPESCA Research Gear:
Limnology kits--water quality, reagents, etc.
Laboratory gear & chemicals--detailed list can be provided on demand.
Diving gear--fins, snorkels, masks, tanks & regulators.
35 mm Cameras, slide projectors, film (b/w or color prints).
English-Spanish dictionaries & learning courses (casettes
& written)--most fisheries research is published in English.
projects:
1). A central outboard repair shop on each coast. The outboard
engines that we collect and send to Nicaragua could be disassembled there
and warehoused at two central shops--one on each coast. When an engine
breakdown occurs in a village, the engine would be sent to the nearest
shop, where it would be repaired and returned. Such a shop would also be
used to train fishers in outboard mechanics, so they could eventually do
their own repairs in each village. In addition to the second-hand engines
that we find, we're looking for:
a). Tools, building supplies, and money for getting the
two shops built. (Nicaragua has the construction workers).
b). A volunteer outboard mechanic and warehouseperson,
who can speak Spanish--to set up such a shop and train
local technicians and fishers.
c). Too 1 kits to repair outboards (see the 1ist of "Conrad's
Outboard Repair Kit", on page 7). Tim Feller, in Anchorage,
tells us that $15 will buy one of these kits at Kostco.
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2). A re-outfitted electronics repair shop at the ALINSA shrimp
processing plant at the port of Corinto. The one that they have
there is an open shack, on a wharf, over the ocean. It needs to be insulated
from the elements, so corrosion won't hurt the equipment. So, just like
the repair shop in item# I, above, we need money and bullding supplies for
the shop, an air-conditioner to filter out the rust-causing sea air, all the
Furuno electronic testing apparatus listed on page 8, and a volunteer
marine electrician to help set the new shop up.

3). Corrosion control for the industrial fleet. Their Industrial
shrimp vessels lack material for the control of corrosion. Money that Is
donated for this project could be used to buy zincs or electronic corrosion
control systems. Zincs sell for about $2 per pound and about 350 pounds
are needed every two years on each vessel. There is an alternative to such
expensive zinc replacement--an electronic corrosion control system for
each vessel that would cost about $4000 and would pay for Itself in six
years. This project could work as "save a shrimp boat"--where a
community could "adopt" a vessel to help. Unless something Is done soon
their boats could start to sink in 2-3 years. It's easy to say that this
should be a priority of the Nicaraguans to fund for themselves, but the
present Contra-war prevents the bucks from going to fishing people.
4). A Fisheries Tour of Nicaragua. We will arrange a tour for fishers,
cannery workers, biologists, divers, fisheries administrators, and other
interested parties to go on a tour of Nicaragua's fisheries sites. It would
be a fantastic opportunity to visit the plants, talk to researchers, to go
fishing with local villagers and the industrial fleet, meet the
administrators of the Nicaraguan Fisheries Institute, swap Information
with the International fisheries aid personel around the country, and get a
hands on feel of how fishing is developing In a new country.
5). Information for Joint Ventures and Technicians. For those who
might wish to work in fisheries in Nicaragua or engage In joint fisheries
venture, we will provide the contacts for setting such a project up. Those
seriously Interested in joint fish ventures would need to develop a
specific draft contract for presentation. Technicians are needed in certain
fields such as outboard mechanics, refridgeration, and marine electronics,
but they need to speak Spanish and have a resume. If interested, we will
put technicians in touch with the proper Nicaraguan agencies.
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6). Fisheries Information exchange and coopertalon. For those
Involved In fisheries research or library science, we would like to help .
provide a mechanism for information exchange between researchers and
libraries, as well as for cooperation between fisheries institutions--for
example between aquaculturists or commercial fishing associations.
Those interested should contact us with suggestions.
In addition to the above gear and projects, we are In extreme need of
money to ship the material to Nicaragua. For every item that you donate,
If you could raise some money for shipment, that would be a huge help for
us.

LISTS
Conrad's Outboard Repair Kit:

Set of wrenches & 3/8's inch sockets:
-American
-Metric.
3/8's inch impact wrench.
3/8's inch torque wrench.
Set of slotted & phillips screw drivers.
Set of crescent wrenches.
Spark plug wrenches & gap gauges.
$2.00 spark test probe.
Flywheel pullers for Evinrude & Yamaha outboard engines.
Pliers.
Ball peen hammers-- I O oz., and 16 or 20 oz.

Ingrid's List of Corn Island lobsterman's Needs:

2 barrels of fiberglass and hardener.
400 gallons of copper bottom paint and oil paint.
Heavy rubber gloves.
Lobster trap wire.
2-1/2",3",4", 5" galvanized nails.
Weather jackets.
Divers gear.
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Appendix I
International Agencies
Assisting
fisheries in Nicaragua

APPENDIX I

International Agencies AssisUng Fisheries in Nicaragua

CtinttditttJ l!tJiversitp Stt1dents Oversetls.
l?XFA/"/ CtitJtidtJ., l?XFA!'/ Engltt.tid_. OXFA/1 Americtt.
Tools for Pettce, Canada.
L111itedFisliermetl ttnd Allied J.Jlorkers Ut;i{I!~ Canada.
llrit isli ColtttJJiJitt Federttt1iJ11ofL8iJ011r, Canada.
Norsk Folkelije.lp, Norway.
1-""'511 Pttt7! de.I Ht1ndo, Germany.
11ttnite.se, Italy.
1Vti.:«tt""tJq11tt Fislleties Pro;ect,
Alaska.
.
~

Faod titld Agrict1Jt11re Orgttnt"ztttian, United Nations.
Lttt i11 Ame.ricttn Ecotwtnic Spstem (5"ELA,J, Latin America.

Appe11di:x J
Nicon1gua

Sister-Ports

APPENDIX J
Nicon1guo Sister Ports

Bristol (Enqland)-Puerto Morazan
Burlington (Vermont)-Puerto Cabezas
Hesse (West Germany)-Ni caragua
Hull (England)-Cardenas
Indiana (USA)-Ni caragua
Lower East Side (New York, USA)-Bluefields
Port 1and (Oregon)-Cori nto
Montclair (New Jersey)-Perlas Lagoon
Seat t 1e (Washi ngton)-Managua
Washington D.C. (USA)-Bluefields
Wisconsin (USA)-Ni caragua
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FOOTNOTES

FOOTNOTES
1. Fish co-ops did exist before INPESCA. Somoza claimed to have
encouraged grass-roots economic activity by allowing co-ops in
agriculture, timber, and other resources under the 1971 General Cooperative Law. However, many of these co-ops existed only on paper or
failed due to an externally imposed structure. Four co-ops had existed for
fisheries, with three on the Pacific Coast. By 1976, all of them had
dissolved (Conover). Since foreign aid agencies require a governmental
structure into which they can channel assistence, Somoza's co-op
bureaucracy, as it turned out, had funneled much international development
money into his private accounts overseas. Nor had Somoza's goverment
performed either fisheries research or man1:1gement; his regime had no
fisheries dep1:1rtment. Seafood had been taken from the water solely for
profit--without a thought given to m1:1ximum susteiined yields, harvest
quotas, or multiple resource management. The dep1:1rtments of biology at
Nicaragua's universities had done fisl1eries research and projects, though.
Many of these academic pioneers joine1j INPESCA at its creation after July
1979.
2. "Fish," in Nicaragua, refers only to finfish like mackeral or shark, while
other w1:1terlife like shrimp and lobster are called by their specific name.
3. Coffee and cotton are exeimples of non-steiple resources which are
dependent on the vicissitudes of ei world market. In 1986, Nicaragua made
a windfall gain of C$80 million because of the failure of the competing
Brazilian coffee crop, but they lost al most as much on cotton because of a
world-wide glut.
4. Even today, fisheries development does not receive the proportional
goverment interest or funding that, say, agriculture does. INPESCA has the
authority and responsibility of a ministry, but not the resources or
finances of one. An overall decrease of fishini:i co-ops has resulted since
responsibility for fisheries was transfered from !RENA to INPESCA in
1982. Shrimp and lobster exports had been developed in Nicaragua, which
is why INPESCA was originally established--to manage this valuable
e>(port resource, but small scale fish coops were an after-thought_. added
on two years later. Small scale fishing has always been considered a
localized, sporadic, and non-commerciel enterprize. Fishing villages, on

n1e eivernge, heive a lower standard of living than agricultural
communities; and as of about 1973, agri cultura 1 co-ops receive loans at
8-11% interest, while fishing co-ops receive only 12% loans. This
disparity occured for several reasons.
It is to Nicaragua's advantage to provide incentives to the most dominent
sector. Agriculture supplies 75% of Nicaragua's total export earnings and
42% of the total employment, while fisheries count for only 7% of earnings
and 1% of employment. Co-ops for fisheries and agriculture are organized
under different co-operative laws. And, although INPESCA uses co-ops as
a basis for their small scale fisheries development, the Nicaraguan
goverment has established a priority of assi stence for co-ops that wi 11
subsititute local materials for present imports--like textiles, concrete
manufacture, etc., instead of fish. Fish has never been an import for
Nicaragua. (Conover). The polarity behveen agriculture and fisheries is
also due, in part, to tradition. Latin Americans do not eat much fish, even
in the midst of good fishing grounds, except for the traditional salt fish
during Roman Catholic Holy Week. Nonetheless, attitudes about fish are
changing in Nicaragua, as this survey elaborates.

5. The vessels are beinq repaired now and will be used in the future as
craft with which to test new fishing gear. This experience 1:1t Asseradores
emph1:1sised the importance of sponsoring technologically appropr-iate
pro_iects such as the fisheries center•at PerlBs Lagoon (See page 28),
which will draw heavily on traditional Caribbean experience in boat
building.

6. At the time of the 1979 Victory over 50% of the popul1:1tion of
Nicaragua could neither read nor \¥rite. This hBd been a way for the
Dictatorship to maintain its power structure. If people couldn't read or
write (radio technology being out of reach), then the communication of
dissent and the organization of opposition was slowed down. When the
Sandinista's came to power, one of tt1e first things they did was to send
teachers into the countryside. Over the last seven years their Literacy
Campaign t1as increased the number of Nicaragu1:1ns wt10 can read and write
to 90%.
7. Such a team would consist of 2 biologists, a co-op promotor, a net
n1aker/gear technician, and a fisherman.
8. "Artisanal" is a word Urnt U.S. fisheries administrators would do well
to adopt. It encompasses both subsistence and small scale commercial
fisheries.

9. "Enterprise" is o generic '.¥Ord in Nicoroguo thot refers to ony orgonized
operation--whether run by individuals, co-ops, or the govennent.
10. The old Ministry of Health was an example of such problems. Some of
the doctors, administrators, and other workers dragged U1eir heels on
implementing the public health program. Warehouses full of medical
supplies became filled, but not disbursed. Incompetence, blackmarketeering, and desire for private practice t1ad all led to this blockage. In
1985, wt1en the situation became apparent and unresolvable, the entire
administration of the Ministry of Health was replaced.
11. This reflects a basic situation in Nicaragua--men and women walking
"out of the jungle" to become ambassadors and administrators after years
of hardship, warfare, starvation, and illness. The new Nicaraguan
goverment does not have the centuries of experience in administrative and
diplomatic functions that are common to European and North American
goverroent. This is the real reason that the new Nicarngua is considered a
"revolution"--it is a revolution of everyday people running their own
programs and learning by their own mistakes and successes.
12. A number of seafoods are not yet major market items, but INPESCA is
looking at them for potential development. A joint venture was n:icently
signed with the Russians to catch tuna and sardines, the only migratory
species in Nicaraguan waters, and INPESCA hired a Canadian consultant
this year to research potential resources and markets. There is talk of
developing larger markets for crab, squid, eel, red snapper, oysters, shark,
and conch (of which the Hondurans are very fond). These ideas of
diversification are not new.: a Japanese man came to the Bluefields area to
check out a dungeness-like crab about ten years ago. He developed pots for
catching them. Segio Martinez, Chief of Research, reported that U1is man
came away very happy with the shellfish he had located, but he kept his
information secret--so secret that no one knows to this day what he found
or the type of pots and techniques he developed. That research will have
to be done over again. It might be awhile before all these potential
fisheries con be developed because of the lack of available funds.
13. Monoculture is the reliance of a country's economy on one, or at most,
a very few crops--to the exclusion of all else. A series of exportcrops
have come into fashion and gone out of fashion in Central America. With
the development of the mechanical lootr1 in Great Britian in the late
1700's, resources for the cotton industry came into hi gt1 demand--cotton,

indigo and dye barks. Then the closer and cheaper cotton of the southern
United States supp 1anted Centra 1 American cotton and synthetic dyes
displaced organic dyes around 1850. Coffee became an important crop in
the late 1880's, then bananas fo11owed around 1900.
The typical pattern of monoculture in Central America is as follows. As
the rich landholders saw mone!J could be made with each of these products,
they expanded their lands and control of workers--with goverment
assistence. The expanded production of the cash crop reduced the amount
of food crop production. Food had to be imported and only kept the workers
at starvation level. The increase of the export crop Jed to an over-supply
and a decrease in demand, and therefore in the price paid for it overseas,
which led to a further crop expansion, a further price drop, and a further
dependence on food importation. In U1is way, many of the staples and
basic goods . such as leather, that each Central Amrican country had once
produced for themselves, were abandoned. They then had to be irnported.
The imports were more costly than the loca11y produced items. Fewer
people could afford what everyone once could. The cash crop became
concentrated in fewer hands and those hands came to hold the reins of
govennent and mi 1itariJ Hence, this 1oss of se lf-suff i ci ent di 1Jersif i cation
t1as directly I ed to the right-wing dictatorships, which have automat ica 11 y
a1i gned themselves with the First ¥/orld consumers of their products. In
this way, monoculture creates revolution.
14. Before the U.S. goverment pl aced a trade embargo on Ni carngua in
1985, shrimp made up 19% of Nicaragua's commerce with the United
States. Si nee the Embargo, Canada has become the primary importer of
Ni Ctlrtl\:JUfln shrimp.
15. The custom in Nicaragua is to use an acronym for the plant's name.
However, many folks have forgotten what the abbreviation stands for!
16. For every 12 pounds of shrimp that are caught by the industrial
fisheries .. it's estimated that 88 finfish are lost--about 11,000 tons per
year.
17. The inexperience of Nicaragua with commerciai fisheries produces
difficulties. It was reported that the 12 Peru vi an drnggers had technical
problems that went unnoticed for a 1ong ti me.

18. The plant manager at the ALINSA plant read enough English to decipher
Sharman·s T-shirt about ending violence to women. ¥/hi le the Sandinistas
outlawed capital punishment, they have made it a mandatory six months in
prison for any man that hits a woman. Nicaragua is known for having a
progressive penal system.
19. The rural pond project is an ecologically balenced system of wl'lter
use. Water. during the dry season, is a precious commodity. The
compesit1os build a small pond, 20 x 40 feet, of banked earth. Water from
the mountainsides is channeled through livestock pens (where it picks up
nutritive wastes), flows into the fish ponds, and then out into crop lands.
Thus, the water nourishes the wild mountainside flora, cleans domestic
animal pens, feeds and nourishes the fish, and goes on to irrigate
crops--before flo¥ting into the rivers and ocean: efficient multiple-use
conservation. After two years, the ponds are dniined and the fish
hl'lrvested.
The large reservoirs are almost all associated with large irrigation
projects for the sugar cane crops--permament man-·made lakes. The
reservoirs very in size from 15 to 32,000 hectares in surface area. About
60% of the reservoir is used for fish rearing, while 40% is drained for
irragating the cane fields. The t"ish are harvested by gillnet.
20. Estimates are different for different projects--varying by food,
density, species, etc. Tl'lke 1ln exl'lmple. Till'lpil'l, ofter four months growth
et the aquaculture station, will weigh almost half a pound--about ttie size
of a small bass or perch.
21. The slide shows were organized through the help of the Conoo/at1
t.lt1iverslty Services Overseos (CUSO). Cuso has been described as the
Canadian Peace Corps. It has 600 volunteers working overseas in 30
different countries; 15 work in Nicl'lrngua in projects varying frorn dairies
to soil science.
22. In saiinerios, low coastal land is flooded and dammed. The salt slowly
dehydrntes out of the trapped water under the sun's heat, is collected . end
then sold.
23. Twenty-five vessels were bought with US$ 7.5 million of credit from
Mexico and five with US$500,000 credit from Peru.

24. The Miskito Indians coll shrimp "seo worms" in their longuage ond only
eat them as a back-up food to their staple of turtle. This cultural
tradition would mitigate competition with the industrial ileet but for the
development and desire for a cash economy and the iterns this economy can
buy.
25. The t1iskito Indians on the islands are temporary workers at the fish
pli:int.
26. Prior to l 985, U.S. fishing vessels worked in joint ventures with
Ni caniguans, docking and making arrangements ashore. Si nee the Embargo,
four U.S. vessels pay IJS$12,000 per year to catch shellfish on the Atlantic
Coast, but they don't dock now, in order to meet U1e technicalities of the
Reagan Adrninistrntion's embargo.
27. If they land more than 45,000 pounds in a year, the wt1ole crew gets l"I
bonus of C$200,000 to divide between themselves, as well as further
bonus· for el"lch 5,000 pound increment above 45,000 pounds. There are
additional incentives for crews that burn less fuel, the best fisherman,
etc. Similar programs exist for the land b!'lsed fisheries workers. Last
year, a machinist won a new house. This system might well be more
exemp1ery and localized. It has been said that there are a lack of
i ndividua 1 incentives on the Pacific Coast.
28. There is a significant lobster and shrimp processing facility on Isla
Roatan in the Bay Islands of Honduras. The Honduran fisheries have greatly
declined in recent years. Many boats that work out of the Roatan plant fish
in the rich Nicaraguan waters. Although, if caught, it meens confiscetion
of the boats end the return of the crew to Hondurns; many of the Roatan
fishermen consider it a worthwhile risk. There are few Nicaraguan patrol
boats bothering fishermen, because Nicaraguen efforts are diverted by the
Contra-v11 ar.
29. The 1Jnite1j States "gave" the San Andres Islands to Columbia in partial
compensation for taking the 19 l 4 Panama Canal Zone. The San Andres
Islands fall within the 200 mile limit of Nicaragua, but its Columbian
ownership isn't disputed.
30. As in Alaska, where local people use the original Athabaskan Indian
name of Denali, rather Urnn the recent name of Mt. McKinley; the original
Indian names of these three l l"lkes are now pref ered in Nicaragua.

31. Nt:1tive internctions ht:1ve been complex since Europet:1n entrnnce into
this area. Native "insurgency" is not as clear-cut as the Reagan
Administration would have us believe, neither now nor in the past. The
Sumo's were once the dominent society on the Atlantic Coast, but suffered
geographic dispernal and relocation away from the coast, at the hands of
the Miskito Indians .. who became armed clients of British merchants in the
l 9th century. Today, the phrase "anti-Sandinista insurgent" can mean
meny things, from Fourth lr/orld 1lUtonomy to brig1lndege. For ex1lmple, 1l
nightclub owner from Bluefields compleined ebout bandits in the area,
posing as Contras, who, for an outward display of ideology, can get free
U.S. equipment, arms, money--and then hold-up the local people to robbery
and extortion. Tt1i s conci eq1e considered both these bandits and tt1e
Sandi ni st as to be equal nuisances.
32. Momotombo is the site of a German/ltalien geothermal electrical
generetion pro_iect that became famous under Somoze wr1en he sold the
volceno three times and pocketed the money frorn each sale. The initiel
German pro_iect failed, but is being finally completed with Italian aid,
since the 1979 Victon.i.
33. Turtles were the backbone of Miskito subsistence, shared out in very
established cultural tradition. When the English first came to Nicaragua's
Atlantic Coast in the 1700's, they learned how to hunt turtle. Markets
developed for turtle meet end the i ngredi en ts of turtle soup. N1lt i ves from
other English colonies in the Ceribbeen came into the Miskito territory end
hunted turtles, under contract with the Somozes' goverment. The turtle
populations dropped. In the late 1960's, the foreign hunters were
excluded, but two foreign companies based in Puerto Cabezas end
Bluefields hired the Miskito Indians to hunt turtles. This creeled a major
internal conflict between susbsistence end cash economies. The new
Ni carnguen goverment, after the 1979 Victory, hes adopted e conserveti on
program for the remei ni ng turtles ( Ni etschmen).
34. Other shipyards ere in Nicaragua. For example, the Diamond Shipyard.
near Grnnoda, is e colltlboretion between the Dutch goverment end the
Nicaragwm Port Authority. They ere building transport vessels.
35. Schools, health clinics, power stations, fish plants, and other
community services have come under att1lck by tile Contras. It is
customary for tile local militia to post personel et the entrance to public
faciliUes--to act es ~Wides. es much es quards.

-
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-

36. A leek of edequete harbors on the Centrnl American Coast is e rnejor
problem. Often, ports merely consist of docks streching out from e beach
or a lighter service. Recently, the rnerchent ship, "Monimbo," which hed
been donated by Cuba, washed up on the beach at Sanjuan del Sur. It wes
rescued and is being repaired with assistance from Panama.
37. The Y.lisconsin State Journal reported, in their edition of 30 June
1986, that Soviet end East European engineers were in Nicerngue surveying
ports where Soviet warships could dock. The ports they named were all
fisheries sites and the construction projects were in eid to shipping imd
fisheries. Such reportage wes es if Pravda had reported that Juneau City
is the site of warship f ecil it i es because we have a U.S. Navy vessel dock
here every Fourth of J1Jly for the annual celebration.
38. They operate in Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America. Their
funding comes both from pub 1i c donet ion end the Norwegian goverment.
During the start of Ethiopian f!lrnine relief, Norsk Fo/J:ehjelp needed a way
to get food and equipment to off-road areas. So, they sponsored a
"Buy e Camel" campaign amongst Norwegian school children, which wes
very successful. Kids from many schools pooled their money end bought
severa 1 $600 camels for !Vot-:o'A' Foll:er,':fe/11
39. The problems of single mothers is a major one throughout Nicarngue.
Although many men were killed in the Revolution, the problem goes beyond
wartime cesulties. More than 50% of mothers in Managua ere single, the
majority having been left by husbands or partners. There is a lack of birth
control devices; families tend to be large. Women end up trying to be both
mothers and bread-winners, and children have large responsibilitiues
thrust on them et an earJ11 age.
40. Nicaragua, in Somoza's time, wes reknowned throughout Latin America
for having the best phone-tapping operations in Latin America. However,
the new Nicarnguen goverrnent considered the Cubans to be the best
technicians in Latin America. So, among other things, they adopted the
Cuban methods of phone tapping_. withe drnmetic decrease in
effectiveness!

41. The app l i cet ion of such techno 1ogy is a1so e prob 1em, too. At San Juan
del Sur, e group of boat owners organized e co-op and obtained assist.ence
from INPESCA. After the aid was provided, it wes disco11ered thet the
boatowners were not fishennen, merely investors that took 80% of the
catct1 value and paid only the remaining 20% to their fishermen.

42. Puerto Cabezas (Bragman's Bluff), San .Juan del Norte (Gre1dtown), and
the current Bluefields and Corn Islands.
43. This would tantamount to all the residents of Southeast Alaska being
killed and the rest of the Alaskan population having their houses burned
down.
44. Supplying of an enemy based over the border in Honduras is tt1ought by
many to be designed to provoke a border incident that would "justify" a U.S.
invasion, in the style of the US intervention in Grenada.
45. The Contras are not one group. For convenience, the special interest
groups that had resorted to armed insurgency against the present
Nicaragmin goverment had been bundled under one label--"Contra's"
(Counter-revolutionaries). They included such natural oppositions as
Indian separatists, some social democrats, farm workers forced to join
opposition groups, mercenaries, bandits, Somoza's national guardsmen, and
death squads.
At the moment, treaties witt1 the many sepernte Atlantic Coast Indian
insurgent groups is being negotoiated. This negotiation is proceeding under
the efforts to establish regional autonomy for the Atlantic Coast peoples.
This process . begun in December 1984, has included popular consultations
with villages throughout the region, and with representation from all
ethnic groups. This would'creote on outonomous region of the Atlantic
Coast--under the immediate control of the Atlantic Coast peoples,
themselves. The Native-Sandinista conflict today l1as been severely
escalated by CIA operations trying to drive a wedge between the
negotiating parties. Some Miskito rebels and tt1e Sandinistas may not be
as far apart as they appear. One Miskito insurgent proudly proclaimed,
after listing the sins of the Sandinistas, "Our people are nml communists,
not like in Mon~gua!" Ironing out points of agreement between
commmunity-based mutualism and national-based collecti\rism is a larger
difficulty th1m is apparent, though.
Eden Pastora's Contras, based in Costa Rica, recently withdrew from its
war with the Nicaraguan goverment. The major Contra group now being
funded by the U.S. goverment and trained by U.S. military and CIA advisors
is the FDN, led by tile universally hated e>i-National Guardsmen of the
deposed dictator, Somoza. Lacking any support in Nicaragua, these
terrorists are based in Honduras and make mids across tile border,
attacking mostly civilian targets, including fishing people.

It is thought thot the recent $100 million opproprioted by the US Congress
is to be used for the Contn:i's to seize B portion of Nicarngua. The US
goverment could then "recognize" a new goverment "of Nicarngua," which
would then "ask" for US "help." This is a very old manuver, resurrected
only because Nicarngua has not significantly violated Hondurns· border--to
reach the Contrns based there.

46. For ](lck of other material, the inland fresh-w(lter fishermen h(lve
begun to weave nets and atarryas from double strands of 5 mm
polypropelene ribbon, the sarne material that industrial storage sacks are
made from. The durability of this material is questionable.
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